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-----Original Message-----
From: Ed Szczepanski [mailto:epsnyc1@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 11, 2017 11:34 AM
To: Deborah Rose <drose@council.nyc.gov>; Len Garcia-Duran (DCP) <LGARCIA@planning.nyc.gov>
Subject: Revised South Avenue Retail Development Issues

By way of introduction, I am the President for the City West Homeowners Association and an active member of the 
Mariners Harbor Civic Association. At City West, we have 206 families living in our condominium community. The 
residents of the communities that are against project approval include the Mariners Harbor Civic Association, City West 
Homeowners Association, Regal Walk Homeowners Association, Southhgate, and Graniteville. We are extremely 
opposed to the proposed South Avenue Retail Development Project affecting the wetlands across South and Forest 
Avenues and beyond.

It appears that Community Board 1 and the NYC Planning groups are largely moving this project forward without 
community-wide acceptance or approval. Our locally observed objections in summary are as follows:

1) The traffic analysis is flawed, as we do not have the capacity required to handle the proposed peak parking activity of 
200-265 cars per hour. Existing traffic delays are being completely ignored and the addition of more car and truck traffic 
makes it even worse. The community knows the resulting traffic increase will result in major travel delays over what we 
already experience today.

2) Car traffic relating to gasoline fill ups are not included in the peak traffic activity numbers so the worse case 
traffic patterns are only going to get worst. So the stated peak traffic number is therefore understated by a significant 
amount.

3) Major backups on the Staten Island Expressway take place occasionally and cause highway traffic to be 
diverted to the local Forest Avenue exit. When this takes place traffic is jam packed and really slowed down. This was 
not factored into the traffic analysis as well. Lastly, there is no way to expand road capacity to really address these 
vehicular capacity issues on South and Forest Avenues.

4) The continued depletion of the buffering wetlands will cause major increases in flood risk to 1,200 residents and 
businesses in the community. The cost of flood insurance and the loss of home property values associated with the flood 
risk are significant financial exposures community wide. The financial exposure may exceed 30 - 50 million dollars. We 
have not intention of assuming any such financial exposure caused by irresponsible use of the buffering wetlands and 
poor environmental support from NY State and NY City.

5) The marsh and woodlands area by Forest and South Avenues were on the verge of overflow during storm 
Sandy. This was only a category-one hurricane event. The national weather service is predicting 17 hurricanes for 2017. 
Category 2 or above hurricanes will result in even more risk without the installation of the South Avenue Retail 
Development Project. Initially, the project claimed they were using a 10-year storm surge criteria for flood control at the 
Community Board 1 meeting on May 16th. At that time, we disagreed with the approach and insisted storm Sandy 
should be the driver. At the following Land Use meeting on June 7th, the flood control criteria were changed to a one 
hundred year storm surge. we believe the 10-year and 100-year storm surges are not materially different as no changes 
were made to the project design or water management components between the two meeting presentations.

6) Business impacts have already taken place. National Grid was flooded with four (4) feet of water during storm 
Sandy. This represented a life threatening exposure at National Grid. Likewise Burlington and the NY State DMV and 
several other businesses were flooded out as well. The removal of more wetland buffer zones around Staten Island will 
only contribute to worse flooding, increased life and property endangerment.
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2) The long term, existing community businesses will be negatively impacted. The gas stations on South and Forest 
Avenues will be forced out of business as BJ's gas station undercuts prices to gain market share. This means the residents 
in the community will eventually be forced to deal with BJ's and Costco who can then monopolize the gas supply business 
space.

3) Communication about such wetland changes by the city and state are clearly inadequate. The project scope and 
parameters need clear definition and clearly defined community based input and online publication. The present process 
puts non-informative notices in the Staten Island Advance. Community Board 1 seems to have a problem with proper 
communication and this is totally unacceptable behavior for a group that is supposed to represent North Shore community 
interests. Our observation of this process is that the NY state, city, and Community Board 1 is bending over backwards to 
get this project approved over and above the protests of the community.

4) Wildlife will be driven out into out community on the 28-acre area being developed which is already heavily populated 
with possums, skunks, raccoons, etc. We do not need any more growth in the wild animal populations in the community as 
we have too many already. Many of these animals will be at risk to vehicle traffic.

5) The South Avenue Retail Project plans on removing non-native invasive species of trees/plants and replanting of native 
species. Any place this has been performed before in the community has been unsuccessful, as the non-native invasive 
trees/plants seem to be more prolific than native plants. That is why the non-native invasive trees/plants dominate in the 
first place. Parks department follow up and management of the more wild areas is non-existent as they have continuous 
funding issues. 

I would like you to steadfastly oppose the approval of this project. I am also be pursuing this matter with the Staten Island 
Borough President, James Oddo in a separate letter sent by US mail. The residents in these above mentioned various

communities are highly upset and motivated against this project and the poor handling of the matter by NY State, City,
and Community Board 1.

Developers that buy land in wetlands take and must accept the financial and development risks changing storms and
floods represent especially in light of storm Sandy.

In closing NY City and State need to halt all further wetland development to prevent further depletion of the storm water
buffer the wetlands represent. The planning and review process must acknowledge that measuring individual stand alone
projects has major flaws, as the cumulative affect of each project as it is implemented is not being considered. This is why
we are in this situation right now and will be with every future project.

This email does not constitute a zoning opinion or guaranty of Herrick, Feinstein LLP and should not be relied upon for
investment, tax or real estate transaction purposes.

The information in this message may be privileged, intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by return e-mail and delete the original and any copies.



> On Jun 27, 2017, at 10:04 AM, Ed Szczepanski <epsnyc1@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I am the President of the City West Condominiums Homeowners Association Board of
Managers.Our community is directly across the street from South Avenue and we cannot
understand why any development is being considered in the wetlands buffer areas
surrounding our communities. We have 206 families that will be negatively impacted by the
South Avenue Retail Development Project. In addition, Regal Walk is another condominium
community right next to ours on South Avenue with approximately 170 families negatively
impacted by the project as well. 
> 
> We are being placed in a dangerous flood risk situation and have considerable financial
loss exposures. We have sent project objections via email and letter documenting some of
the the community wide issues. The issues do not cover all aspects of the problems
identified by other community groups.The correspondence was sent to Council Member
Debbie Rose and Borough President James Oddo. I have verbally communicated our
concerns to Community Board 1 at the May 16th and the Land Use meeting on June 7th. I
sent an email to the Community Board 1 documenting our concerns as well.
> 
> Secondarily, the West Shore Industrial Improvement District has plans affecting the
wetlands buffer areas. Key priorities are the development of a plan to expand West Shore
BID boundary to include additional properties, convert Gulf Avenue to two-way traffic, and
continue Spencer Street improvements.
> 
> To compound this matter, the PANYNJ’s Port Department is undertaking a long-range
Port Master Plan of the Port of New York & New Jersey, and has engaged a team of
consultants to support this endeavor. There are too many groups and projects going on in
the wetlands areas. These disparate groups need to brought under centralized community
based control, especially on Staten Island. 
> 
> The impact of eliminating water storage capacity in the wetlands must be tracked and
properly managed to safeguard the lives and property of the community from the threat of
rain/storm surge flooding. The revised FEMA flood zones must be identified, finalized, and
communicated, especially after what transpired with Storm Sandy.
> 
> I am formally requesting that the NY State and City politicians put a halt to the South
Avenue Retail Development Project but more importantly that a permanent halt be placed
on further development projects across all wetlands buffers surrounding Staten Island. The
entire planning and development process needs a major overhaul as the lack of meaningful
community communications, input collection, and community input insertion in project plans
is putting our communities at real life and property risk. 
> 
> 

mailto:epsnyc1@yahoo.com
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Submitted by: 

Name: VANCE COLLINS 
Zip: 10303 

I represent: 

 A local community group or organization

Details for “I Represent”: VICE-PRESIDENT of the City West Condominiums Homeowners Association 
Board of Managers 

My Comments:  

Vote: I am opposed 

Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information?  

I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: No 

Additional Comments: 
The South Avenue Retail Development project makes our traffic problems on South and Forest Avenue worse 
and exposes us to great flood risk to life and property.  
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Submitted by: 

Name: Anthony DeFina 
Zip: 10303 

I represent: 

 A local community group or organization

Details for “I Represent”: City West Condominiums Board of Managers and Resident 

My Comments:  

Vote: I am opposed 

Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information? No 

I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: No 

Additional Comments: 
I have been a Lisk Avenue (off South Avenue) resident for thirty two years and have been on the City West 
Condo Board of Managers for the past twenty six years. City West consists of 206 family units that border 
South Avenue. I am alarmed at the prospect of future development in this area - especially given the scope of 
retail projects already in progress on the South Avenue/Forest Avenue intersection and along Forest Avenue - 
both areas adjacent to the proposed development project. The forested/marsh area affected by the proposed 
project serves as an environmental buffer for the area which is subject to flood potential. In addition, the vehicle 
traffic along this area has increased significantly over the past years - a retail development would complicate the 
issue further - despite what impact statements claim. There are other suitable building sites in Staten Island that 
do not impact flood zones and residential communities - a new retail development on the proposed site would 
negatively impact the area - safeguarding natural areas should be considered as well.  
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Submitted by: 

Name: Arlene Hasty-Long 
Zip: 10303 

I represent: 

 The local community board

Details for “I Represent”: City West Community board member 

My Comments:  

Vote: I am opposed 

Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information?  

I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: Yes 

Additional Comments: 
This project will significantly increase traffic on South and Forest Avenues which are currently heavily 
populated as they are the main conduits to the Goethals bridge. Also located on the surrounding local streets are 
a charter grade school with a playground attached as well as a center for special needs residents in the area. The 
influx of traffic and bulk deliveries will disrupt the transport of adolescent students and patients to the center not 
to mention the increase in traffic incidents. There are any number of locations on the south shore of Staten 
Island where this project could taken place to avoid overwhelming the North shore with more traffic and 
disrupting the quality of life which has been the main attraction to Staten Island above the other boroughs. We 
already have 1 Costco, 1 Target and at a minimum, 6 supermarkets in the immediate area. How many more 
grocery outlets do we need on the North shore? Also located within a 1/2 mile stretch are Home Depot, Lowe's, 
Kohl's and Harbor Freight Tools. All big box retailers which has increased traffic in our area and has caused 
tremendous traffic delays. This project will not only affect the quality of life and property values but will 
tremendously affect the wildlife and wetlands which there are not much of left due to the recent commercial 
constructions in our area. We urge you to reconsider.  
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Submitted by: 

Name: Edward P Szczepanski 
Zip: 10303 

I represent: 

 A local community group or organization

Details for “I Represent”: The City West Condominiums Homeowners Association as President of the 
Board of Managers. Our community has 206 residences and are directly across from South Avenue and 
the South Avenue Retail Development Project. 

My Comments:  

Vote: I am opposed 

Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information? Yes 

I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: Yes 

Additional Comments: 
It appears that Community Board 1 and the NY City Planning groups are largely moving this project forward 
without community-wide acceptance or approval. Our locally observed objections in summary are as follows: 
1) The traffic analysis is flawed, as we do not have the capacity required to handle the proposed peak parking
activity of 200-265 cars per hour. Existing traffic delays are being completely ignored and the addition of more
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car and truck traffic makes it even worse. The community knows the resulting traffic increase will result in 
major travel delays over what we already experience today. 2) Car traffic relating to gasoline fill ups are not 
included in the peak traffic activity numbers so the worse case traffic patterns are only going to get worst. So 
the stated peak traffic number of 200 - 265 cars per hour is therefore understated by a significant amount. 3) 
Major backups on the Staten Island Expressway take place occasionally and cause highway traffic to be 
diverted to the local Forest Avenue exit. When this takes place traffic is jam packed and really slowed down. 
This was not factored into the traffic analysis as well. Lastly, there is no way to expand road capacity to really 
address these vehicular capacity issues on South and Forest Avenues. 4) The continued depletion of the 
buffering wetlands will cause major increases in flood risk to 1,200 residents and businesses in the community. 
The cost of flood insurance and the loss of home property values associated with the flood risk are significant 
financial exposures community wide. The conservative financial exposure may exceed 30 - 50 million dollars. 
The residents of the community have no intention of assuming such financial exposure caused by the 
irresponsible use of the buffering wetlands and poor environmental support from NY State and NY City. 5) The 
marsh and woodlands area by Forest and South Avenues were on the verge of overflow during storm Sandy. 
This was only a category-one hurricane event. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
is predicting as many as 17 hurricanes for 2017. The information link is: http://www.noaa.gov/media-
release/above-normal-atlantic- hurricane-season-is-most-likely-year Category 2 or above hurricanes may result 
in even more risk without the installation of the South Avenue Retail Development Project. Initially, the South 
Avenue Retail Development Project claimed they were using a 10-year storm surge criteria for flood control at 
the Community Board 1 meeting on May 16th. At that time, we disagreed with the approach and stated storm 
Sandy should be the driver. At the following Land Use NY City Planning meeting on June 7th, the flood control 
criteria were changed to a one hundred year storm surge criteria. We believe the 10-year and 100-year storm 
surges are not materially different as no changes were made to the project design or water management 
components between the two meeting presentations. 6) Business impacts have already taken place during storm 
Sandy. National Grid was flooded with four (4) feet of water during storm Sandy. This represented a life 
threatening exposure at National Grid personnel. Likewise Burlington and the NY State DMV and several other 
businesses were flooded out as well. The removal of more wetland buffer zones around Staten Island will only 
contribute to worse flooding, increased life and property endangerment. 7) The existing, long term community 
businesses will be negatively impacted. The gas stations on South and Forest Avenues will be forced out of 
business as BJ's gas station undercuts prices to gain market share. This means the residents in the community 
will eventually be forced to deal with BJ's and Costco who can then monopolize the gas supply business space 
on a good portion of Staten Island. 8) Communication about such wetland changes by NY city and state are 
clearly inadequate. The project scope and parameters need more effective definition and must start including 
clearly defined community based input. The present process puts non-informative notices in the Staten Island 
Advance. Community Board 1 seems to have a problem with understanding the short comings of the present 
community communication process and this is unacceptable behavior for a group that is supposed to represent 
North Shore community interests. Our observation of this process is that the NY State, City, and Community 
Board 1 is bending over backwards to get this project approved over and above the protests of the surrounding 
community. 9) Wildlife will be driven out into out community on the 28-acre area being developed which is 
already heavily populated with possums, skunks, and raccoons, etc. We do not need any more growth in the 
wild animal populations in the community as we have too many already. Many of these animals will be at risk 
to the increased vehicle traffic the project will entail. 10) The South Avenue Retail Project plans on removing 
non-native invasive species of trees/plants and replanting of native species. Any place this has been performed 
before in the community has been unsuccessful, as the non-native invasive trees/plants seem to be more prolific 
than native plants. That is why the non-native invasive trees/plants dominate the wetlands area in the first place. 
NY City Parks Department follow up and management of the more wild wetlands areas is non-existent as they 
have continuous funding issues. 11) The West Shore Business Industrial Improvement District has plans 
affecting the wetlands buffer areas. Key priorities are the development of a plan to expand West Shore BID 
boundary to include additional properties, convert Gulf Avenue to two-way traffic, and continue Spencer Street 
improvements. 12) To compound this matter, the Port Authority of NY/NJ’s Port Department is undertaking a 
long-range Port Master Plan of the Port of New York & New Jersey, and has engaged a team of consultants to 
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support this endeavor. There are too many groups and projects going on in the north shore of Staten Island 
wetlands areas. These disparate groups need to brought under centralized community based control. The impact 
of eliminating water storage capacity in the wetlands must be tracked and properly managed to safeguard the 
lives and property of the community from the threat of rain/storm surge flooding. The revised FEMA flood 
zones must be identified, finalized, and communicated, especially after what transpired with Storm Sandy. The 
residents in the various communities affected by the project are highly upset and motivated against this project. 
Developers that buy land in wetland areas take and must accept the financial and development risks changing 
storms and floods do represent, especially in light of storm Sandy. It is our belief that this proposed shopping 
area poses too great a threat to the flood plain of the region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the 
traffic patterns of the vehicular infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growth 
when the proposed retail businesses contain their payrolls via low wages with poor job growth opportunities. In 
addition, there exists on Staten Island more than ample retail opportunity for residents to spend their money. We 
need no more big box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local businesses, major traffic problems, and 
greatly expanded flood exposures to life and property. In closing, NY City and State need to halt all further 
wetland development to prevent further depletion of the storm water buffer the wetlands represent. The 
planning and review process must acknowledge that measuring individual stand alone development projects has 
major flaws, as the cumulative affect of each project as it is implemented is not being considered. This is why 
we are in this situation right now and will be with every future project. Previous Next  









<abarnes1@cityhall.nyc.gov>; chagen72 <chagen72@gmail.com>; NRPA2
<NRPA2@aol.com>; argenzv <argenzv@nyassembly.gov>; cb1anjail
<cb1anjail@aol.com>; mcbethj <mcbethj@coned.com>
Sent: Tue, Jun 27, 2017 10:21 am
Subject: Re: Additional Comments for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
the South Avenue Retail Development (CEQR No.17DCP030R) (AKA) The Graniteville
Tree Swamp Address: 534 South Avenue, Block 1707/Lots 1 and 5.

The Mariners Harbor Civic Association stands with City West.

We agree that there should be more community input and ask our politicians to take a
closer look!

Thank you,

Kathy Romanelli 
President 
Mariners Harbor Civic Association 
917-805-6322

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:abarnes1@cityhall.nyc.gov
mailto:chagen72@gmail.com
mailto:NRPA2@aol.com
mailto:argenzv@nyassembly.gov
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COMMENTS OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 
 

CONCERNING THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
 

FOR THE PROPOSED GRANETVILLE TREE SWAMP DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
 

Submitted to the New York City Department of City Planning 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SLATED FOR DESTRUCTION:  A portion of Graniteville Tree Swamp forest and wetlands to be 

destroyed for relocation of Morrow Street as part of the proposed South Avenue Retail 
Development Project. 

 
 

Submitted by 
Maria Brinkmann and Eric A. Goldstein 

 
August 7, 2017 



The Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) is a national, non-profit legal and 
scientific organization that has been active on a wide range of environmental health and natural 
resources issues since its founding in 1970.  For nearly five decades, in addition to its work 
across the country and around the world, NRDC has had a team of lawyers, scientists and other 
experts working to safeguard New York City’s environment and the quality of life for its 
residents in all five boroughs.  Among other things, NRDC staff have engaged in numerous 
matters involving water quality and wetlands protection, resiliency and flooding control, and 
implementation of state and local environmental review statutes.  
 

We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments on the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (“DEIS”) for the proposed retail development of a 28.3-acre tract of the 
Graniteville Tree Swamp in Mariners Harbor, Staten Island -- a project formally titled South 
Avenue Retail Development. The DEIS was issued, along with a notice of completion, by the 
Department of City Planning on June 2, 2017.  These comments supplement our testimony at the 
Department’s public hearing on July 26, 2017.  We are grateful to the North Shore Waterfront 
Conservancy of Staten Island for bringing this matter to our attention. 
 

NRDC has significant concerns regarding the environmental impacts of the proposed 
project.  The development would directly destroy 2.35 acres of wetland areas and threaten the 
remaining 6.94 acres of wetland areas.  It would increase flooding risks to vulnerable 
communities in the vicinity of the project site.  And it would adversely impact traffic, air quality, 
and noise pollution in the Mariners Harbor neighborhood, an EPA designated environmental 
justice community.1 Indeed, such concerns were highlighted by the testimony of community 
stakeholders at the Department’s recent public hearing. 

 
Unfortunately, the DEIS fails to adequately address these issues and thus conflicts with 

both the spirit and the letter of state and city environmental review statutes. Among other 
weaknesses, the DEIS fails to comply with the environmental review requirements mandating 
that a DEIS include a valid No Action analysis and a reasonable Alternatives discussion. It also 
fails to fully evaluate the impact of the loss of wetlands on flooding in the neighborhood 
surrounding the project site.  
 

For these and other reasons, we urge the Department to direct the applicant to prepare a 
Supplemental EIS that incorporates a more complete and up-to-date discussion of these issues, as 
required by law.  We also urge the Commission to deny at this time both the special permit 
sought by the developer that would allow a retail establishment in excess of 10,000 square feet 
on the project site, as well as an amendment to the city map that would de-map and re-align 
portions of several streets that cross the project site.  We set forth our concerns in more detail in 
the sections that follow. 

 
 

I. The Proposed Retail Development of Graniteville Tree Swamp 
 

The proposed project site is a 28.3 acre parcel of swamp forest in the northeastern 
quadrant of the Graniteville Tree Swamp in the Mariners Harbor community on Staten Island’s 
                                                 
1 EPA https://archive.epa.gov/compliance/environmentaljustice/grants/web/html/ej-showcase.html 



North Shore.  The proposed development envisions approximately 226,000 gross square feet of 
mixed retail uses, including a big box wholesale warehouse, a large-scale supermarket, gasoline 
station, bank, and office space. Additionally, the plan would pave over green space for the 
construction of parking lots for 838 cars.  

 
The proposed development would denude one of the most significant remaining swamp 

and forested land parcels on Staten Island’s North Shore. The entire Graniteville Tree Swamp -- 
which includes the project site and extends beyond it -- totals approximately 45 acres.  It consists 
of 31 acres of upland and swamp forest, 2 acres of open marsh, and 12 acres of salt marsh. The 
Graniteville Tree Swamp has been recognized as a New York City Land Protection Priority by 
the Regional Advisory Committee for the New York State Open Space Conservation Plan.  It is 
included on the New York-New Jersey Harbor Estuary Program’s Priority List for acquisition, 
and is designated a “highest priority site.” Roughly nine acres of the southwest quadrant of the 
site have been protected by the N.Y.C. Department of Parks and Recreation, but the remainder, 
mostly privately owned, is unprotected.   In addition to serving as what The Trust for Public 
Land and the New York City Audubon Society have called “a magnificent remnant of Staten 
Island primeval,’ the Graniteville Tree Swamp plays an essential role in protecting the local 
ecology and neighboring communities from the dangers of flooding.  It would be difficult to find 
a less desirable space for big box sprawl development.   
 
II. The Proposed Development Project Threatens Staten Island’s Environment and 

Increases Flooding Dangers for Local Residents 
 

A. The project would destroy valuable wetlands. 
 
A central concern we have with the proposed development is that it is planned for the 

greatest tract of swamp forest within the Graniteville Tree Swamp, directly threatening the 
valuable wetlands that exist there.  The project site contains 6.94 acres of jurisdictional wetland 
areas, including New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (“DEC”) and U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) mapped freshwater wetlands, as well as mapped DEC 
tidal wetlands. Additionally, the site boasts 0.39 acres of NYSDEC freshwater wetland adjacent 
area and 1.96 acres of isolated USACE wetland areas.  

 
Wetlands are valuable natural resources. They serve critical functions such as trapping 

floodwaters, recharging groundwater supplies, filtering pollution, feeding downstream waters, 
and providing habitat to fish and wildlife and open space for community residents. The DEIS 
alleges that the proposed project will preserve and enhance the wetland areas present on the site. 
But NRDC believes that the proposed project as currently envisioned will result in direct and 
indirect harm to these exceptionally important areas.  

 
As the DEIS itself admits, the project would directly destroy 2.35 acres of wetlands. In 

addition, NRDC believes that the project’s wetlands plan fails to adequately protect the 
remaining 6.94 acres of wetlands on the site. The plan asserts that a modestly landscaped buffer 
area between the giant retail center proposed and the regulated wetland areas is sufficient for 
preservation.  But this approach overlooks the critical loss of wetland protection that will result 
when the project paves over the 17 acres of mature trees adjacent to the wetlands.  Wetlands do 



not exist in a vacuum; they function as a system. And leveling 17 acres of towering trees and 
replacing them with impervious surface will result in certain and significant harm to the wetlands 
the plan purports to preserve.  
 

B. The project would have a detrimental effect of area flooding. 
 

We are also concerned about a second major consequence of the proposed development   
-- the likelihood of increased flooding on the surrounding community. Already this area 
experiences flooding problems from periodic rainstorms.  The project -- by threatening to destroy 
critical on-site wetlands and the adjacent densely wooded forest -- will only exacerbate such 
problems in the years to come.  

 
Wetlands function as natural sponges that trap and slowly release surface water, rain, 

snowmelt, and flood waters. Trees, root systems, and other wetland vegetation also mitigate 
flood conditions. A United States Forest Service study reported that a typical medium-sized tree 
can intercept as much as 2,380 gallons of rainfall per year.2  

 
Accordingly, the Graniteville Tree Swamp wetlands and forestlands serve a particularly 

vital purpose in Mariners Harbor.  This is a community that was slammed by Hurricane Irene in 
2011, and further impacted by Hurricane Sandy just one year later. Vulnerable as it is to future 
storms, the Mariners Harbor neighborhood cannot afford to lose the natural flood protection that 
the current land use provides. Preservation of the wetlands and surrounding wetland areas is 
critical to the resiliency of the Mariners Harbor community. 
 
III. The DEIS Fails to Satisfy SEQRA and CEQR Requirements 
 

NRDC believes that the DEIS for the proposed project is deficient in three ways: (1) it 
fails to analyze a valid No Action alternative; (2) it fails to analyze a single alternative aside 
from the invalid No Action plan; and (3) it fails to address the project’s detrimental effects on 
area flooding. We address these issues below. 
 

A. The DEIS fails to analyze the appropriate No Action alternative. 
 

SEQRA and CEQR require a DEIS to analyze a No Action alternative. The No Action 
alternative discussion “should evaluate the adverse or beneficial site changes that are likely to 
occur in the reasonably foreseeable future, in the absence of the proposed action.” 6 N.Y.C.R.R. 
§ 617.9(b)(5)(v).  
 

The developers apparently believe that in preparing a “No Action” alternative for their 
proposed project, they can analyze the possible environmental impacts of development not in 
contrast to current site conditions but in comparison to an out-of-date, as yet un-built 
development project for the site.  For that reason, the DEIS includes a No Action alternative 
analysis based only upon comparison to a never constructed 2008 site development plan. 

 

                                                 
2 Center for Urban Forest Research, Pacific Southwest Research Station, USDA Forest Service, Control Stormwater 
Runoff with Trees (July 2002), http://northlandnemo.org/images/CUFR_182_UFfactsheet4.pdf.  



 
This approach runs afoul of both the intent of the environmental review statutes and 

common sense.  For one thing, it is unreasonable to expect that the 2008 site plan development is 
likely to be advanced in the near future.  It has been almost a decade since that proposal was 
developed.  If it were the intent of the developers to move ahead with such a plan, they would 
most likely already done so.  Moreover, new information has become available, including the 
increased risk of flooding since 2008 to the surrounding community. Accordingly, the no-action 
assessment should be based upon a comparison of the currently proposed project and the existing 
state of the parcel slated for development.  

 
Comparison to the 2008 development plan for the No Action  alternative is also 

inappropriate  because the 2008 development plan is not “as of right;” it requires discretionary 
approval from DEC. As the DEIS itself admits, the 2008 plan requires a freshwater wetlands 
permit, and E.C.L. § 24-0705 gives DEC the discretion whether to grant or deny this permit. 
(The 2012 stipulation between the developer and the DEC does not change this situation.  While 
it states that DEC will “expeditiously process” a freshwater wetlands application, it does not 
grant the required permit.  Indeed the stipulation states that DEC will issue a permit “unless the 
SEQRA process or public review raise substantive and significant issues concerning the 
permissibility of the project.”) 

 
The nine-year-old build-out plan fails to qualify as an “as-of-right” development because 

it lacks discretionary approval for the freshwater wetlands permit. Indeed, the plan does not meet 
the applicable statutory requirements for such permit. The project fails two tests outlined in DEC 
regulations: (1) the project is incompatible with the preservation, protection and conservation of 
the wetlands and its benefits, and (2) the resulting wetland degradation surpasses the level of 
“insubstantial.” 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 663.5(e).3   Accordingly, we believe the wetlands permit should 
be denied.  In any event, since a discretionary permit must still be granted, the 2008 development 
plan should not be considered as of right, and consequently, it should not be the basis for a No-
Action alternative. 

 
The Department should direct the project sponsor to prepare a Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement that looks at an appropriate No Action alternative – one that 
compares the proposed project to the site’s current land use as a functioning wetlands and 
forested open space. 

 
 

B. The DEIS fails to analyze a single Alternative aside from the invalid No Action Plan. 
 

SEQRA requires a DEIS to include a discussion of the range of reasonable alternatives to 
the proposed action so that the decision-maker may consider whether alternatives exist that 
would minimize or avoid adverse environmental effects. E.C.L. § 8-0109(4); 6 N.Y.C.R.R. 
§ 617.9(b)(5)(v).  This is a cornerstone purpose of the entire environmental review process. 

 

                                                 
3 It is also worth noting that this agreement was signed on August 23, 2012, two months prior to Hurricane Sandy 
making landfall on Staten Island’s North Shore, and devastating Mariners Harbor with floodwaters. 



The description and evaluation of each alternative should be “at a level of detail sufficient 
to permit a comparative assessment of the alternatives discussed.” 6 N.Y.C.R.R. 
§ 617.9(b)(5)(v). There is no exact number of alternatives that must be considered in an EIS and 
courts have held that SEQRA does not mandate that every possible alternative be considered for 
an EIS to be acceptable. However, as the SEQRA Handbook notes, the alternatives discussion 
should include alternatives that are “reasonable” and “feasible.” 
 

Despite this directive, the Graniteville Tree Swamp DEIS Alternatives section relies on a 
single alternative -- the invalid No Action alternative discussed above. The Alternatives 
discussion in the DEIS reads like a foregone conclusion: the only alternative is another un-built 
project with many of the same environmental problems as the proposed project. It fails to 
consider whether the state, the city or a local land trust could acquire some or all of the project’s 
site.  It fails to include any analysis of whether a smaller project that preserved more of the 
wetlands and forested areas could achieve some of the project sponsors objectives.  It fails to 
examine whether a different configuration of parking, a more small scale commercial 
development plan and/or a less dramatic destruction of the landscape could achieve many of the 
developer’s financial goals.  The complete absence of an meaningful Alternatives discussion in 
the DEIS subverts the goals of the environmental review process, and does not aid decision-
makers or the public in assessing whether alternatives exist that would minimize or avoid 
adverse environmental effects of the proposed development. 
 
 The Department should direct the project sponsor to prepare a Supplemental DEIS that 
includes reasonable alternatives that satisfy both the letter and the spirit of New York’s 
environmental review process as it relates to an assessment of reasonable alternatives.  
 

C. The DEIS fails to analyze the impacts of the loss of 17 ½ acres of forest. 
 

SEQRA requires the DEIS to forecast and assess future environmental impacts of the 
proposed project “which can be reasonably anticipated.” E.C.L. § 8-0109(2)(b).   

 
The DEIS fails to realistically address the detrimental effects that paving a forest of 

mature trees will have on area flooding. The Graniteville Tree Swamp is located within the 
Coastal Zone. Yet the DEIS scarcely references flooding issues and fails entirely to address 
flooding impacts on the surrounding community -- unacceptable omissions in a 2017 post-Irene, 
post-Sandy Staten Island.  

 
According to the DEIS, 1,850 mature trees will be cleared to construct the proposed 

project. These trees serve a critical function in the larger wetland system, helping to slow the 
speed of flood waters, and in turn lowering flood heights and reducing water’s corrosive force. 
The DEIS fails to address the realistic effects of the loss of these trees, claiming that the project 
will plant approximately 2,200 new trees that “would mature in the long-term.” DEIS at § 4-38. 
Such a comparison glosses over the likely impact of the extensive tree removal aspects of the 
proposed project.   

 
First, in the foreseeable future, replacing 1,850 mature trees with 1.2 times as many 

saplings will hardly provide equivalent wetlands value or flood protection safeguards. Second, 



even when the replacement trees reach maturity, they are unlikely to attain the towering stature 
of the current forest. The project sponsors have not provided sufficient detail that would allow 
DEC to assess whether or not the destruction of wetlands and forest cover is “insubstantial,” as 
the agency is required to do under the regulatory scheme. Presenting this tree replacement-ratio 
without more fails to satisfy the requirements of SEQRA. 

 
Additionally, the DEIS makes limited reference to the general issue of flooding in 

Chapter 2, Land Use, Zoning and Public Policy. DEIS at § 2-13. The City’s Waterfront 
Revitalization Program (“WRP”) Policy 6 concerns flooding and climate change, and aims to 
“minimize loss of life, structures, infrastructure, and natural resources caused by flooding and 
erosion, and increase resilience to future conditions created by climate change.”  However, the 
DEIS responds to this policy by simply addressing how its proposed retail structures would be 
affected by flooding. The DEIS does not engage in analysis of how the removal of 17.53 acres 
containing 1,850 mature trees might contribute to flooding of the surrounding community. 
Instead, it summarily concludes that because the building structures would implement flood 
protection measures, “the proposed project would meet the WRP objective of reducing risks of 
damage from flooding, and is consistent with this policy.” DEIS at § 2-17. The issue of flooding 
demands a more serious analysis, especially in view of weather and flooding projections that 
have changed since the original studies for this site were performed.   
 

The Department should direct the project sponsor to prepare a Supplemental DEIS that 
includes a thorough evaluation of the project’s impacts on area flooding, taking into 
consideration the changed conditions and new climate-related weather threats since the original 
development proposal for this site was conceived and since the 2012 stipulation between the 
developer and the state was reached. 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 

For the reasons discussed above, the DEIS fails to adequately assess the adverse 
environmental impacts of the Graniteville Tree Swamp Retail Development plan. Additionally, 
we believe there are substantive and significant questions as to whether the currently proposed 
project is consistent with state law and rules.  Accordingly, we urge the Department to direct the 
preparation of a Supplementary DEIS so that the project sponsor can provide the Department 
with necessary information on the likely adverse impacts of the proposed project.  We also urge 
the Commission to withhold issuance of a special permit that would permit a retail establishment 
on the project site to exceed 10,000 square feet and to withhold any amendments to the City Map 
involving de-mapping and re-aligning of streets on the proposed development parcel, subject to 
preparation by the developer of an SEIS that fully addresses the outstanding issues raised in 
these comments and subject further to a final determination by State DEC as to whether a 
freshwater wetlands permit will be issued for the proposed project as currently designed. 
 
 Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  
 
 
 
 



From: James Scarcella [mailto:nrpa2@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 9:04 PM
To: Len Garcia‐Duran (DCP) <LGARCIA@planning.nyc.gov>; Robert Dobruskin (DCP) 
<RDOBRUS@planning.nyc.gov>

Subject: South Avenue Retail 17 DCP 030R and related ULURP, MMR , block 1707, lots 
1, 5

Lenny, Robert, hope you are well.
Thank you for the good work DCP accomplishes.
However, some of us copied here have strong objections to the South Ave Retail 
project. We know the area as the Graniteville wetland Forest.
So we are wondering, why are the comments to the DEIS suddenly accelerated, to 
7‐18‐17 for consideration of the CPC Commishioners?
How is it that a concerned citizen or property owner has to take a day off ( 
Wednesday July 26 ) from their employment/ salary to testify 
about the project in Manhattan ? This is contrary to CEQR which states the DEIS 
hearing shall be ' near the location of the proposed project '.
The Scoping meeting took place at the police station on Richmond Ave , near Forest 
Ave, they could host the DEIS meeting, or a nearby school.
From a quick glance thru the 500 pages of DEIS , there is plenty to question.
Please consider having the DEIS public hearing on Staten Island.  Kindly 
acknowledge this EM , and note that because many persons 
seeking to comment are traveling or on vacation, we are requesting a comment 
extension period to September 1, 2017 .
Thank you for your time and consideration of our requests.

Sincerely,

Jim Scarcella , NRPA
718 873 4291

Sent from my iPhone
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Submitted by: 

Name: Jim Scarcella 
Zip: 10305 

I represent: 

 A local community group or organization

Details for “I Represent”: Natural Resources Protective Association 

My Comments:  

Vote: I am opposed 

Have you previously submitted comments on this project? Yes 
If yes, are you now submitting new information? Yes 

I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: Yes 

Additional Comments: 
Dear Commissioners Please note , there are several inconsistencies in the DEIS. The applicant Coastal 
Consistency Certifaction does not have a checkmark next to ' Special Ecological Area' , yet in the DEIS it is 
truly noted that the parcels are known as ' Graniteville Tree Swamp ' a part of Audubon Society and TPL highly 
successful ' Harbor Herons ' program, championed by NYC DCP Waterfront & Open Space Division. Note that 
the project will destroy 1850 trees, habitat to over 100 species of birds. The applicant states the project would 
promote ' intergration of climate change and sea level rise' in the planning of the project, but building on an 
acknowledged floodplain is foolish and dangerous. The applicant states there is a need for 'warehouse shopping 
' and supermarkets ' a bank and gas station,but Costco is 4 miles away, Pathmark is 2 miles away, and Sunoco is 
1/2 mile away. Each tree removes 10 lbs of poison particles from the atmosphere per year , so if the project goes 
forward, the hardship enduring folks of Mariners Harbor will be dealing with an additional 18,000 lbs of smog , 
soot and diesel fumes, for the 20 year life of the project. Each tree retains 600 gallons of Stormwater for 
filtration, so the additional storm water discharge, with its petrochemical poison, will enter the waterways we 
kakak, fish and Swim in . Please reject the project, and work with us to protect Block 1707, lots 1 and 5 as 
parkland. Thank you. 4  















































> --------------------------------------------
> On Sun, 6/25/17, Beryl Thurman <nswcsibt@aol.com> wrote:
>
> Subject: Additional Comments for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
the South Avenue Retail Development (CEQR No.17DCP030R) (AKA) The Graniteville
Tree Swamp Address: 534 South Avenue, Block 1707/Lots 1 and 5.
> To: rdobrus@planning.nyc.gov
> Cc: drose@council.nyc.gov, JOddo@statenislandusa.com, lgarcia@planning.nyc.gov,
savino@senate.state.ny.us, cusickm@assembly.state.ny.us, emartin@council.nyc.gov,
JRazefsky@statenislandusa.com, bpatters@nysenate.gov, engles@assembly.state.ny.us,
bdeblasio@cityhall.nyc.gov, abarnes1@cityhall.nyc.gov, otcnlisted2@msn.com,
chagen72@gmail.com, NRPA2@aol.com, argenzv@nyassembly.gov, cb1anjail@aol.com,
mcbethj@coned.com
> Date: Sunday, June 25, 2017, 9:46 PM
>
> 
> Dear Director Dobruskin,
>
> I hope that you are doing fine. Attached are
> additional comments concerning the Draft EIS for the
> proposed South Avenue Retail Commercial Space Development.
> In reviewing the developer's Draft Environmental Impact
> Statement there seems to be some important issues that are
> missing concerning the Mariners Harbor Community.
>
> The developer has excluded the demographic
> analysis in his DEIS of the Mariners Harbor Community as
> well as that it, like the rest of the North Shore is an
> Environmental Justice Community and all of the numerous
> negative cumulative impacts that would accompanying being an
> Environmental Justice Community.
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Thank you for your time and consideration and we look
> forward to receiving a reasonable response to this.
>
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> 
> 
> Sincerely,
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Beryl A. Thurman, Executive
> Director/President
>
> NSWC
> 
> Creating Livable Communities
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Credit and Debit Card Donations to NSWC can be made through
> the NSWC website below...
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> www.nswcsi.org
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> SI North
> Shore Resilience Website, watch the video.
>
> 
> http://www.sinorthshoreresilience.org
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> SAVE ALL OF ARLINGTON
> MARSH!
>
> SAVE ALL OF THE GRANITEVILLE TREE SWAMP!!
> 
> SAVE THE NORTH SHORE'S FRESH WATER WETLANDS!!!
> 
> Let justice be done although the
> heavens may fall.

http://www.nswcsi.org/
http://www.sinorthshoreresilience.org/


> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> The North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten
> Island, Inc. (NSWC
> or NSWCSI) is a 501-C3, Public Charity all donations are
> tax deductible
> to the full extent of the law.
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> The North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten
> Island, Inc., P.O.Box 140502, Staten Island, NY. 10314
>
> 



From: Beryl Thurman <nswcsibt@aol.com>
Date: June 27, 2017 at 12:11:17 PM EDT
To: <rdobrus@planning.nyc.gov>, <drose@council.nyc.gov>,
<bdeblasio@cityhall.nyc.gov>
Cc: <JOddo@statenislandusa.com>, <lgarcia@planning.nyc.gov>,
<savino@senate.state.ny.us>, <cusickm@assembly.state.ny.us>,
<emartin@council.nyc.gov>, <JRazefsky@statenislandusa.com>,
<bpatters@nysenate.gov>, <engles@assembly.state.ny.us>,
<abarnes1@cityhall.nyc.gov>, <chagen72@gmail.com>, <NRPA2@aol.com>,
<argenzv@nyassembly.gov>, <cb1anjail@aol.com>, <mcbethj@coned.com>,
<OTCNLISTED2@msn.com>, <epsnyc1@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Additional Comments for the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the South Avenue Retail Development (CEQR
No.17DCP030R) (AKA) The Graniteville Tree Swamp Address: 534 South
Avenue, Block 1707/Lots 1 and 5.

Dear Director Dobruskin, Council member Rose and Mayor De blasio,

The point that all of us are making is that, it is 6 years after Hurricane Irene, that did
significant damage on the North Shore, and 5 years after Hurricane Sandy to which we
credit our existing wetlands for buffering the Mariners Harbor/Arlington communities from
the storm surges and flooding.

And the North Shore Waterfront and Environmental Justice communities still do not have a
resiliency plan that has been implemented for the entire North Shore. Yet various
development projects that impact the wetlands that are protecting us are still taking place
as if none of the above storm activities ever happened.

We are not seeing any coordinated efforts to deal with protecting the wetlands on the North
Shore by the officials and we are not seeing a coordinated effort in resiliency protection for
our people from our City, State, or Federal Officials. The resiliency conversation by our
officials has never taken place with North Shore Communities period. Never.

By the way Ed Szczepanski mentioned the NY/NJ Port Authority's Master Plan the link to
their website is below, however, since everyone is operating in their own silos, once again
we have no idea what this means in terms of the impact to Arlington Marsh and in turn
Mariners Marsh Park and the Mariners Harbor and Arlington communities. What we do
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know is that during Hurricane Sandy New York Container Terminal was under water, we do 
know that. And for those that don't know this New York Container Terminal/Howland Hook 
was built on a tidal wetland. Water always knows where it has been.

http://www.panynj.gov/port/port-master-plan.html

But what we want to know from you is where does all of this leave us?

Thank you for your time and we look forward to having meaningful discussions involving 
protecting our wetlands in their entirety and our communities having a comprehensive 
resiliency plan in place.

Sincerely

Beryl A. Thurman, Executive Director/President
NSWC
Creating Livable Communities

Credit and Debit Card Donations to NSWC can be made through the NSWC website 
below...
www.nswcsi.org

SI North Shore Resilience Website, watch the video. 
http://www.sinorthshoreresilience.org

SAVE ALL OF ARLINGTON MARSH!
SAVE ALL OF THE GRANITEVILLE TREE SWAMP!!
SAVE THE NORTH SHORE'S FRESH WATER WETLANDS!!!
Let justice be done although the heavens may fall.

The North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten Island, Inc. (NSWC or NSWCSI) is a 
501-C3, Public Charity all donations are tax deductible to the full extent of the law.

The North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten Island, Inc., P.O.Box 140502, Staten 
Island, NY. 10314

To stop receiving e-mails from the North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten Island. 
Please REPLY to this message with the word UNSUBSCRIBE in the message Box.

http://www.panynj.gov/port/port-master-plan.html
http://www.nswcsi.org/
http://www.sinorthshoreresilience.org/


From: Beryl Thurman [mailto:nswcsibt@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 8:43 PM 
To: Robert Dobruskin (DCP) <RDOBRUS@planning.nyc.gov> 

Subject: NSWC Comments for the NYC City Planning Commission ‐

Dear Director Robert Dobruskin:
 
Would you be so kind as to forward the North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten

Island, Inc.'s comments of opposition to the DEIS for the South Avenue Retail 
Development to the NYC City Planning Commissioners in order to meet the July 17, 
2017, comment deadline?

The North Shore Waterfront 
Conservancy of Staten Island, Inc.
P.O. Box 140502 Staten Island, NY. 
10314 

July 10, 2017
 

To: Marisa Largo, Chair
To: Kenneth J. Knuckles, Esq., Vice Chairman, Ryann Besser, Irwin G.canton P.E., 
Alfred C. Cerullo, III, Cheryl Cohen Effron, Michelle de la Uz, Joseph Douek, 
Richard W. 
Eaddy, Hope Knight, Anna Hayes Levin, Orlando Marin, Larisa Ortiz 

NYC City Planning Commission: Reference: the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS) for the South Avenue Retail Development, CEQR No. l 7DCP030R, ULURP No. 
160174 ZSR and 150359 MMR, SEQRA Classification: Type 1 (AKA) The Graniteville 
Tree Swamp
Address: 534 South Avenue, Block 1707/Lots 1 and 5.
 
 
Dear Chair Marisa Largo and NYC Planning Commissioners:
In reviewing the South Avenue Retail Development's Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement. We are requesting that all decisions regarding this proposed development

and/or its no action plan be postponed until the developer and his team complete 
the 
final Environmental Impact Statement. As we find the draft to be insufficient and 
inaccurate in describing the community to which this proposed development is taking

place.
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The Omission Of Mariners Harbor being an Environmental Justice Community in the 
DEIS: 
 
In 2010, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency designated the entire North Shore
of 
Staten Island as being one of its' 10 nation‐wide Environmental Justice Show Case 
Communities. Due to the numerous clustering of noxious, toxic sites that are in 
proximity to each other and low income communities and communities of color. 
Communities that have been unduly burden for decades by pollution from businesses 
and industries here on Staten Island as well as air pollution that comes from as 
far away 
as Ohio and across the rivers from New Jersey. Communities that have numerous 
contaminated‐sites some of which have been in existence for some 150 years.
 
https://archive.epa.gov/compliance/environmentaljustice/grants/web/html/ej‐
showcase.html
 
 
NYC Agencies Failure to provide Staten Island's Existing Environmental Justice 
Communities With Adequate  Storm Water Management, Drainage, Resiliency and 
Implementation Plan:
 
Since 2005 NSWC has been asking NYC Officials to prepare vulnerable North Shore 
Environmental Justice Communities for increase severe storm activities due to 
Climate 
Change Activities. NYC Officials had been made aware of NYC's vulnerability to 
Climate 
Change activities for at minimum 2 decades by scientists and academia. 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/us‐news/2014/nov/05/climate‐scientist‐klaus‐jacob‐
warning‐new‐york‐city‐hurricane‐sandy
https://www.voanews.com/a/lessons‐learned‐from‐hurricane‐sandy/1778909.html
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/ccpd/repository/files/ChickenLittleaFerrisWheelandDisord
erl
yDevelopmentonStatenIslandsNor.pdf
 
For Staten Island's existing Environmental Justice Communities receiving adequate 
storm water management and resiliency protection from severe storm weather 
activities 
from the City of New York and its agencies is not a guarantee. Six years after 
Hurricane 
Irene and five years after Hurricane Sandy making Staten Island's existing 
Environmental Justice Communities  safer from Climate Change issues is not even on 
the City's Agencies' top 10 ten list of something that needs to be done.
 
The City recognizes that Staten Island's existing North Shore Environmental Justice

Communities are lacking in green open spaces with forested shade canopy, lacking 
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in topographical down hill flooding protection ‐ the very quality of 
life infrastructure measures that others in the City of New York and right here on 
Staten 
Island take for granted. Yet with this developers' proposal there is no counter 
proposal 
by the City of New York to mitigate what this developer will be taking away from 
this 
vulnerable community.
?
NSWC has spent the past 15 years documenting the environmental disparities that 
Staten Island's North Shore Environmental Justice Communities face daily. Many 
recognizable urban anthropologist and journalist have written extensively about the

North Shore Environmental Justice Community's plight.
In addition, New York City's City Council passed their Environmental Justice Bill 
into law 
this year.
 
http://nylcv.org/news/city‐council‐passes‐environmental‐justice‐bills HYPERLINK 
"http://nylcv.org/news/city‐council‐passes‐environmental‐justice‐bills/"/
 
And yet in reading through the developers' Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 
not 
once have they indicated that this development is taking place in the Environmental

Justice Community of Mariners Harbor. A community which is already experiencing 
numerous cumulative negative environmental impacts. And still their Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement chooses to ignore and or minimize these historic and

well documented negative impacts thereby further marginalizes the people and this 
community.
 
The document is void of the Environmental Justice conversation combined with 
devastating impacts of what Climate Change impacts will look like to a vulnerable 
community that does not have the means or resources to rebound from natural and man

made disasters. To add insult to injury the developer wants the community to pick 
the 
lesser of 2 evils. As their proposed development project and their "No Action 
Alternative" are for all intensive, purposes similar in negative impacts to the 
Environmental Justice Community of Mariners Harbor. In other words, one is as bad 
as 
the other and neither present any tangible benefits in improving the quality of 
life to the 
adjacent community.
 
According to the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers there are 7 fresh water wetlands on 
site, 
6 of which are considered as isolated fresh water wetlands in the forested area 
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that the 
developer is proposing to build on.  During Hurricane Sandy it was Mariners Marsh a

fresh water wetland that helped to absorbed the storm surge's overflow from 
Arlington 
Marsh a tidal wetland providing protection to the 4,000 plus residents of Arlington
and 
Mariners Harbor communities.
 
Based on what they have described the developer is creating a more stressful 
environment for the residents. And if either plan is completed, it would manifest 
as an 
extreme hardship on this Environmental Justice community.
?
It is imperative to our well being and safety that all wetlands and forested areas 
even 
those that are privately owned become a part of our Climate Change Buffer in order 
to 
protect these vulnerable people and communities, who will be the first to 
experience the 
hardships that come with severe weather. And who are the least to be able to 
rebound 
from these natural and man made disasters.
 
We want to see a final Environmental Impact Statement that reflects the true 
constitution of the community to which this development is being proposed in. So 
that 
everyone can make an informed decision involving this proposed development and the 
safety of the Mariners Harbor Community.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration in reference to this most distressing 
situation.
?
Sincerely,
Beryl A. Thurman, Executive Director/President
North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten Island, Inc.
?
?
Cc: Council member Debi Rose, Borough President James Oddo, SI/DCP Director Len 
Garcia
Duran, Senator Diane Savino, Assemblyman Michael Cusick and other interested 
parties.
 
?
? 
?
 
NSWC 
Creating Livable Communities 
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Credit and Debit Card Donations to NSWC can be made through the NSWC 
website below...
 
www.nswcsi.org 
 
 
SI North Shore Resilience Website, watch the video.  
http://www.sinorthshoreresilience.org 
 
 
  
SAVE ALL OF ARLINGTON MARSH! 
SAVE ALL OF THE GRANITEVILLE TREE SWAMP!! 
SAVE THE NORTH SHORE'S FRESH WATER WETLANDS!!! 
Let justice be done although the heavens may fall.

 
The North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten Island, Inc. (NSWC or NSWCSI) is 
a 501‐C3, Public Charity all donations are tax deductible to the full extent of the
law.
 
The North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten Island, Inc., P.O.Box 140502, 
Staten Island, NY. 10314
 
 
 
To stop receiving e‐mails from the North Shore Waterfront Conservancy of Staten 
Island. Please REPLY to this message with the word UNSUBSCRIBE in the message 
Box.
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August	7,	2017	
	
Robert	Dobruskin,	AICP,	Director	
New	York	City	Department	of	City	Planning	
Environmental	Assessment	and	Review	Division	
120	Broadway,	30th	Floor	
New	York,	New	York	10271	
Email:	rdobrus@planning.nyc.gov	
	
RE:	Proposed	Second	Avenue	Retail	Development	CEQR	No.	17DCP030R	
	
Dear	Mr.	Dobruskin,	

	
NY/NJ	Baykeeper	would	 like	 to	 take	 this	 opportunity	 to	 comment	on	 the	Draft	 Environmental	 Impact	
Statement	 (DEIS)	 prepared	 for	 the	 proposed	 South	 Avenue	 Retail	 Development	 in	 the	 Graniteville	
neighborhood	of	Staten	Island.		
	
According	to	the	National	Environmental	Policy	Act	 (NEPA),	an	environmental	 impact	statement	“shall	
provide	 full	 and	 fair	 discussion	of	 significant	 environmental	 impacts	 and	 shall	 inform	decision	makers	
and	 the	 public	 of	 the	 reasonable	 alternatives	 which	 would	 avoid	 or	 minimize	 adverse	 impacts	 or	
enhance	 the	quality	of	 the	human	environment.”1	The	 following	comments	will	 reflect	our	belief	 that	
the	DEIS	prepared	for	South	Avenue	Retail	fails	to	meet	this	very	basic	direction	by	using	a	similar	build	
option	as	its	No	Action	alternative,	rather	than	the	current	as	is	condition	of	the	wooded	land.	Using	two	
similar	build	options,	with	no	other	alternatives,	 in	the	DEIS	deprives	the	decision	makers	and	public	a	
meaningful	comparison	to	consider	in	regard	to	this	project	site’s	impact	on	their	neighborhood.	
	
NY/NJ	 Baykeeper	 has	 a	 significant	 interest	 in	 preserving	 open	 space	 in	 Staten	 Island,	 particularly	 in	 a	
neighborhood	 as	 already	 well	 developed	 as	 Graniteville.	 Adding	 yet	 another	 unnecessary	 retail	
development	 in	place	of	a	beautiful	wooded	area	raises	significant	concerns,	as	 it	 is	not	supported	by	
local	need	or	desire.	The	fact	that	this	particular	development	abuts	a	significant	tract	of	protected	tidal	
wetlands	only	compounds	the	issue,	putting	even	more	green	space	at	risk	of	loss.	
	
Staten	Island	sits	at	the	heart	of	the	greater	New	York	metropolitan	area,	with	a	staggering	population	
of	20.2	million	people	at	a	density	of	around	2,400	people	per	square	mile.2	This	 is	a	metro	area	with	
more	 than	enough	opportunity	 to	 shop,	but	with	dwindling	opportunity	 to	enjoy	nature	as	wholesale	
clubs	 and	 mega-malls	 attempt	 to	 fill	 every	 unoccupied	 tract	 of	 land.	 This	 project	 is	 proposed	 for	 a	
residential	neighborhood	with	a	host	of	existing	retail	establishments	and	shopping	centers,	there	is	no	
additional	need	or	call	for	more	from	the	residents	of	the	Graniteville	neighborhood.	There	has	been	no	
reasoning	presented	for	how	removing	precious	green	space	for	yet	another	shopping	center	will	help	
the	people	of	Graniteville	 live	 fuller,	healthier	 lives.	 Instead,	 the	developer	has	 chosen	 to	push	 for	an	

                                                
1	40	CFR	§	1502.1	Purpose.	
2	https://censusreporter.org/profiles/31000US35620-new-york-newark-jersey-city-ny-nj-pa-metro-area/	
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even	more	 impactful	 retail	plan,	one	 requiring	 the	DEIS	discussed	here.	Ultimately,	 the	existing	green	
space	has	a	far	greater	value	to	the	community	than	more	retail	locations.		
	
Fundamentally	Flawed	DEIS	
	
In	the	DEIS	presented	for	the	South	Avenue	Retail	project,	the	No	Action	alternative	is	nearly	identical	to	
the	 plan	 with	 action.	 While	 a	 No	 Action	 plan	 that	 describes	 a	 lesser	 alternative	 for	 a	 project	 is	
permissible	under	NEPA,	the	differences	between	the	two	options	presented	here	are	negligible	enough	
to	make	it	a	comparison	in	name	only.	Per	NEPA,	the	DEIS	“should	present	the	environmental	impacts	of	
the	proposal	and	the	alternatives	in	comparative	form,	thus	sharply	defining	the	issues	and	providing	a	
clear	 basis	 for	 choice	 among	 options	 by	 the	 decision	 maker	 and	 the	 public.”3	 Therefore,	 for	 any	
meaningful	 comparison	 to	 take	place,	and	 to	meet	 the	 spirit	of	NEPA’s	EIS	 requirement	at	all,	 the	No	
Action	plan	in	this	instance	should	represent	the	land	in	its	current	state	compared	with	the	impacts	of	
one	or	both	action	plans.	Only	then	can	the	decision	makers	and	public	make	a	truly	informed	decision	
on	the	potential	impact	of	the	project.	
	
Presenting	nearly	 identical	plans	as	No	Action	and	With	Action	 is	misleading,	as	 it	obviously	 leads	to	a	
minimal	impact	result.	Additional	comparisons	of	existing	conditions	to	one	or	both	action	plans	should	
be	required	before	proceeding	so	that	the	actual	impact	to	the	site	and	surrounding	neighborhood	can	
be	 reviewed	 and	 considered.	 A	 brief	 overview	 of	 the	 two	 DEIS	 options	 presented	 side-by-side	
illuminates	the	lack	of	quantifiable	difference:	
	
Proposed	Project	(i.e.	With	Action)	 No	Action	Alternative	
226,000	gross	square	feet	(gsf)	of	new	retail	including:	 228,250	gsf	of	new	retail	including:	
					92,000	gsf	wholesale	warehouse	space	 					174,750	gsf	–	2,	1	or	2	story	buildings	(6	uses)	
					67,000	gsf	supermarket	 					42,000	gsf	–	4,	1-story	buildings	(5	uses)	
					16,000	gsf	restaurant	 					1,000	gsf	gas	station	&	automated	bank	teller	
					50,000	gsf	“destination	retail”	 	
					1,000	gsf	gas	station	&	automated	bank	teller	 	
838	accessory	parking	spaces	 736	accessory	parking	spaces	

	
The	 proposed	 project	 requires	 special	 permissions	 to	 re-zone	 the	 area	 for	 retail	 over	 10,000-zoned	
square	 feet,	while	 the	No	Action	alternative	 requires	no	additional	permissions.	This	 is	essentially	 the	
only	quantifiable	difference	 in	 the	plans,	while	 the	negative	effects	of	either	development	are	equally	
harmful	to	the	local	residents.	However,	since	the	comparison	in	the	DEIS	is	only	between	these	similar	
alternatives,	 the	 harmful	 effects	 appear	 negligible	 on	 paper.	 The	 reality	 of	 either	 build,	 discussed	 in	
more	detail	below,	is	significant	negative	impacts	to	the	neighborhood	and	its	residents.	
	
Traffic	
	
The	 project	 site	 is	 currently	 a	 wooded	 parcel	 of	 land	 adjacent	 to	 a	 US	 Army	 Corps	 of	 Engineers	
delineated	tidal	wetland.	The	surrounding	roads	 lead	to	a	major	highway	and	are	therefore	fairly	busy	
during	certain	times	of	day	and	certain	days	of	the	week.	Adding	retail	establishments	with	at	minimum	
736	 parking	 spaces	 means	 that	 the	 number	 of	 cars	 in	 and	 out	 of	 the	 neighborhood	 will	 increase	
drastically.	 Additionally,	 the	 tractor-trailer	 traffic	will	 also	 increase	 significantly,	 especially	 in	 the	With	
Action	plan.	The	wholesale	warehouse	and	supermarket	options	are	likely	to	receive	shipments	multiple	
                                                
3	40	CFR	§1502.14			Alternatives	including	the	proposed	action.	(emphasis	added)	
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times	a	week	(possibly	even	daily	during	the	holidays)	on	top	of	the	shipments	to	6	different	retail	stores	
and	 gas	 station.	 The	 DEIS	 addresses	 this	 by	 showing	 a	 comparison	 of	 traffic	 impact	 between	 the	 No	
Action	 and	 the	 With	 Action	 plans,	 and	 not	 by	 including	 a	 comparison	 of	 existing	 conditions	 versus	
developed	conditions.	
	
As	anyone	who	has	driven	by	or	near	a	wholesale	warehouse	location	can	confirm,	that	type	of	business	
attracts	a	far	 larger	and	more	frenetic	crowd	day-to-day	than	the	average	retail	store.	Combining	that	
with	a	supermarket	in	the	same	development	is	a	guaranteed	way	to	make	the	local	streets	chaotic	on	
the	average	weekend,	and	unbearable	during	the	busiest	retail	times	of	the	year.	The	DEIS	compares	the	
difference	as	though	there	is	no	difference	of	which	to	speak,	and	the	difference	between	736	and	838	
parking	spaces	is	very	little	difference	at	all.	However,	the	difference	between	zero	parking	spaces	and	
the	attraction	of	cars	to	a	retail	development	with	736	or	838	parking	spaces	presents	a	drastic	uptick	in	
the	expected	traffic	in	the	area.		
	
Air	Quality	
	
With	the	significant	 increase	 in	vehicle	traffic	 through	the	area,	comes	a	significant	 increase	 in	carbon	
emissions.	 The	 cars	 and	 tractor-trailers	 entering,	 driving	 around,	 idling	 within	 the	 retail	 lot	 will	
significantly	increase	the	carbon	emissions	in	the	area	as	compared	to	the	existing	site	conditions.	The	
DEIS	 does	 not	make	 that	 comparison,	 though,	 and	 instead	 compares	 the	 numbers	 between	 the	 two	
build	options.	Comparing	emissions	data	between	No	Action	and	With	Action	is	not	a	valid	gauge	of	the	
increase	in	emissions	that	will	occur	if	either	version	of	the	project	is	built.	
	
The	DEIS	states	that	“the	incremental	traffic	resulting	from	the	proposed	project	would	not	exceed	the	
PM	emission	screening	threshold.”	This	incremental	increase	is	between	No	Action	and	With	Action,	not	
between	existing,	natural	conditions	and	one	or	both	alternatives.	Comparisons	like	this	do	not	promote	
informed	decision	making	or	meaningful	review	of	the	proposed	project’s	impact.	It	is	even	less	helpful	
when	comparative	background	data	used	is	gathered	from	sites	in	Harlem,	the	Bronx,	or	Division	Street	
in	 Manhattan;	 all	 of	 which	 have	 significantly	 higher	 background	 levels	 than	 the	 green	 space	 and	
residential	areas	that	exist	in	Graniteville	today.	
	
When	 it	 comes	 to	 air	 quality,	 shortcut	 comparisons	 like	 these	 should	 not	 be	 taken	 lightly.	 Carbon	
emissions	 from	 added	 vehicle	 traffic	 and	 the	 potential	 for	 increased	 exposure	 to	 carcinogens	 from	
cigarette	 smoke	 due	 to	 the	 added	 number	 of	 people	 milling	 around	 the	 site	 should	 be	 taken	 very	
seriously	 and	 judged	 against	 the	 existing	 site	 conditions,	 not	 the	 two	 build	 alternatives.	 A	 more	
thorough	and	realistic	 review	of	potential	air	quality	changes	should	be	conducted	 in	order	to	protect	
the	health	and	wellbeing	of	Graniteville’s	residents.	
	
Noise	Pollution	
	
The	DEIS	compares	the	change	in	noise	based	on	the	No	Action	versus	With	Action	alternatives.	It	does	
not	take	an	expert	on	noise	pollution	to	know	that	cars,	trucks,	people,	and	miscellaneous	mechanical	
equipment	make	significantly	more	concentrated	noise	than	a	large	wooded	area.	However,	there	is	no	
significant	increase	found	in	the	DEIS	comparisons	because	it	is	not	considering	the	change	from	current	
conditions.	 There	 is	 no	 doubt	 that	 the	 residential	 homes	 nearest	 to	 the	 development	 will	 be	 most	
affected	 by	 the	 change	 in	 background	 noise,	 but	 the	 residents	 are	 not	 presented	 with	 a	meaningful	
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comparison	through	the	DEIS	on	which	to	base	 informed	opinions	on	how	the	proposed	development	
will	affect	their	daily	lives.	
	
Neighborhood	Character	
	
Very	closely	related	to	the	change	in	background	noise	in	the	area	is	the	significant	change	to	the	overall	
character	of	the	neighborhood.	This	project	would	drastically	change	the	character	of	the	neighborhood,	
causing	a	significant	uptick	in	traffic,	congestion,	and	urbanization	that	is	neither	needed	nor	wanted	by	
local	 residents.	 Graniteville	 is	 a	 predominantly	 residential	 area,	 with	 several	 existing	 retail	 and	
manufacturing	uses,	and	little	available	green	space.	What	little	future	development	is	planned	for	the	
area	 immediately	 surrounding	 the	project	 site	 can	be	 identified	as	mostly	more	residential.	What	 this	
neighborhood	 needs	 is	 to	 retain	 its	 natural	 areas,	 as	 they	 enhance	 the	 quality	 and	 character	 of	 the	
neighborhood.	
	
Water	Quality	
	
The	wetlands	 and	 natural	 floodplain	 on	 the	 site	 currently	 store	 and	 filter	 the	 excess	water	 from	 the	
upland	area,	but	the	change	to	impervious	surface	and	active	retail	uses	will	certainly	strain	the	filtering	
capabilities	of	the	remaining	wetlands	beyond	capacity.	At	the	public	hearing	held	recently,	 there	was	
mention	of	including	bioswales	and	shrub	plantings.	How	could	this	possibly	replace	a	mature	forest	and	
natural	area?	The	short	answer	is	that	it	cannot,	and	any	benefit	these	wetlands	and	natural	floodplains	
provide	to	the	surrounding	area	will	be	lost.	
	
The	DEIS	fails	to	address	the	vast	difference	between	the	existing	conditions	and	developed	conditions,	
specifically	the	significant	 increase	in	polluted	runoff	from	vehicles,	 ice	melt,	gas	station	activities,	and	
retail	 activities.	 The	 proposed	 South	 Avenue	 project	 would	 add	 a	 significant	 amount	 of	 unnecessary	
impervious	 surface	 to	 an	 already	 heavily	 paved	 borough.	 New	 York	 City	 has	 been	 tending	 toward	
preserving	green	 space	and	 increasing	green	 infrastructure	over	 the	past	 several	 years	 in	 an	effort	 to	
reduce	 the	 volume	of	 stormwater	 on	 an	 already	 taxed	municipal	 sewer	 system	and	 address	 localized	
flooding.	Adding	a	large-scale	retail	development	in	place	of	wetlands-adjacent	green	place	goes	directly	
against	 this	 sort	 of	 purposeful	 planning	 and	 the	 efforts	 of	 New	 York	 City	 to	make	 its	 neighborhoods	
more	resilient.	
	
Additionally,	 the	 increase	 in	 end-users	 will	 increase	 the	 strain	 on	 the	 aged	 and	 overwhelmed	 sewer	
system	 on	 Staten	 Island.	 Issues	 with	 stormwater	 inundation	 on	 the	 municipal	 separate	 storm	 sewer	
system	already	cause	water	quality	issues	in	the	area.	Tying	a	large	retail	development	into	this	system	
will	 not	 only	 increase	 Staten	 Island’s	 infrastructure	 burden	 but	 also	 risks	 undoing	 any	 small	 progress	
made	on	improving	the	municipal	sewer	systems	thus	far.	At	the	public	hearing	we	were	told	that	they	
would	retain	100%	stormwater	onsite,	but	they	did	not	state	for	what	size	storm.	
	
The	 land	 adjacent	 to	 Graniteville	 Swamp	 Park	 has	 the	 ability	 to	 help	 protect	 the	 neighborhood	 from	
future	storms	and	flooding.	Removing	the	permeable	green	space	that	helps	absorb	and	filter	water	will	
absolutely	 have	 an	 impact	 on	 the	way	 storms	 affect	 the	neighborhood,	 a	 factor	 conveniently	 glossed	
over	in	the	DEIS.	The	DEIS	addresses	only	the	difference	between	two	full-build	alternatives,	and	not	a	
more	 realistic	 comparison	 between	 the	 approximate	 28	 acres	 of	 land	 as	 it	 is	 now	 and	 a	 future	with	
roughly	 17	 acres	 of	 that	 same	 land	 developed.	 Above	 all	 else,	 converting	 existing	 natural	 areas	 into	
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paved,	big	box-stores	and	parking	 lots	 in	our	most	vulnerable	communities	 is	not	consistent	with	New	
York	City’s	long-term	resiliency	goals.	
	
Loss	of	Open	Space	
	
Lastly,	Staten	Island	falls	within	the	NY-NJ	Harbor	Estuary,	home	to	20	million	people	and	hundreds	of	
bird,	 fish	 and	 wildlife	 species.	 Preserving	 natural	 habitat	 and	 open	 space	 is	 essential	in	 this	 heavily	
developed	area.		Open	space	is	essential	to	our	livelihood	because	it	protects	water	supplies,	improves	
water	 quality,	 protects	 flood	 prone	 areas,	 and	 creates	 and	 improves	 habitat.	 If	 permitted,	 this	
development	 would	 unnecessarily	 wipe	 out	 what	 little	 open	 space	 Graniteville	 has	 and	 the	 damage	
would	be	irreversible.			
	
NY/NJ	Baykeeper	submits	this	comment	 letter	 in	the	hope	that	your	review	will	 take	a	serious	 look	at	
the	greater	overall	 impact	and	need	of	 this	project,	not	merely	on	water	quality,	emissions,	or	 traffic,	
but	also	on	the	effects	on	the	quality	of	life	for	Graniteville	residents.	The	DEIS,	as	presented,	does	little	
to	 aid	 in	 the	 meaningful	 comparison	 of	 reasonable	 alternatives	 by	 failing	 to	 include	 a	 true	 no	 build	
alternative	 and	 limited	 alternative	 analysis.	 Protecting	 their	 health	 and	 wellbeing	 should	 be	 the	 first	
priority,	 and	 to	do	 this	 a	 far	more	 in-depth	 review	of	 the	project’s	 potential	 impact	must	be	ordered	
prior	to	deciding	on	the	fate	of	this	land.	
	
	
Respectfully	submitted,	
	
 
	
	
Debbie	Mans,	NY/NJ	Baykeeper		 	 	 Michele	Langa	
Baykeeper	and	Executive	Director	 	 	 Staff	Attorney																																
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Jack Bolembach                                                      

23 Lincoln Place   SI NY  10305 

 

      August 7, 2017  

Honorable Mr. Robert Dobruskin 

Chief of Environmental Review NYC Planning Dept. Environmental Review Unit.   

 

RE: South Ave. Retail ULURP 030R  Draft Environmental Impact Statement  Opposition to proposed De-mapping of city 

streets for retail Center at 534 South Ave. Block 1707, Lots 1 and 5 

 

The Granitville Swamp / Woodlands is a 28 acre natural landscape located in close proximity to the intersection of South 

Avenue and Forest Avenue on Staten Island. The land is relatively flat, only a few feet above sea level consisting of 10 

acres of fragile Wetlands and 18 acres of Woodlands. This natural habitat supports a rich variety of Flora and Fauna. 

Some of the wild animal life which depends on this ecosystem for survival are turtles, deer, skunks, opossums, raccoons, 

ducks, snakes, egrets, squirrels, hawks, blue jays, cardinals, muskrats, etc. A multitude of insects and reptiles including 

dragonflies thrive in the rich Swamp and adjoining Woodlands. The entire 28 acres is an interconnected and co-

dependent environment which must be preserved for perpetuate. Destruction of the Woodlands would adversely effect 

the Wetlands. There should not be a line drawn on a map determining what will be spared and what is destroyed. The 

delicate balance of nature which has existed for over a hundred plus years must be maintained to ensure a healthy 

natural ecosystem.  

The Environmental Impact Study for the BJ Store project is flawed. There are several errors which other concerned 

citizens reported in their letters. One obvious error is the 24 hour rainfall statistic. It's grossly underrated. In August 

2011, Staten Island experienced a rainfall of 8 inches in 24 hours. Hurricanes can release large volumes of water causing 

flooding and even death. It takes just one major storm to cause a disaster.  

In recent years storms are releasing more rainfall than in the past as the climate is changing. From 1894 to 1994 , an 

econometrics project I completed indicated that NYC experienced nearly a two degree Fahrenheit increase in 

temperature. The Earth is naturally getting warmer due to the slight change in the tilt of the axis, sunspot activity and El 

Niño's. Since 1994 the climate has become warmer. NOAA determined that 2014 was the warmest year on record. 

Warmer weather means an increase in ocean temperature resulting in more violent storms.  

Preservation of Wetlands and adjoining Woodlands is a natural way for the environment to handle the excessive 

rainfall. Destroying 18 acres of trees will raise the Water Table and during heavy rainstorms flooding is a serious and 

dangerous problem. Nearby homes which are adjacent to the project area will be in jeopardy. The construction of 

infrastructure projects in an attempt to prevent flooding will be expensive.  If the entire 28 acres remains in its natural 

state there is no need for the expensive infrastructure projects.  

Costs will increase for the thousands of nearby  homeowners as Flood Insurance rates go up or become mandatory. 

Without the trees to help absorb the rainfall, the water runoff will enter the Combined Sanitary and Storm Water 

Sewage System. During a major storm the flow of over a 100 MGD will be sent via gravity and by Pumping  Stations 

through the underground distribution  system to the Port Richmond Waste Water Treatment Plant. Under normal Dry 

Weather Flow this facility can adequately treat the raw sewage meeting Federal and State strict guidelines before 

discharging the effluent into the Kill Van Kull. 
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The waterway separating this part of Staten Island with New Jersey is the Kill Van Kull which is about one mile away 

from the planned site of the BJ Store. During Hurricane Sandy the tides rose about five feet above sea level causing 

flooding in the area. Damage could have been much worse if the 18 acres of trees were not in place to help absorb some 

of the excess storm water. 

During severe storms the Port Richmond Wastewater Treatment Plant  will implement Wet Weather Operations, at 

double its normal capacity . The Treatment Plant receives combined sanitary and storm water flow.  A flow over 90 

million gallons daily will be by-passed from the normal Primary and Secondary Treatment Process.  Only Primary 

Treatment will be implemented due to the limited capacity during Wet Weather Operations. Only some minor settling of 

solids and the increase dosage of Hypo-chlorine will be applied in an attempt treat the sewage. 

By- passing the total treatment process will result in pollution being discharged into the Kill Van Kull. Any Wastewater 

entering the plant during severe storms is By-passed because the flow entering the facility exceeds the maximum 

capacity to treat the raw sewage. The SPEDES Permits can be violated and the city must pay an excessive fine.  

Why spend a fortune on expanding any Wastewater  infrastructure which is expensive  to build and maintain ?  Why not 

protect and preserve the natural ecosystem currently in place at the proposed site of the BJ Store project?  In the long 

run it will save the city money and alleviate local area residents concerns about flooding.  It will also provide a natural 

protected preserve for the people to enjoy.  

Another flaw in the Environmental Report is the Native American archeological survey. Numerous sites of Native 

American occupation has been discovered in Granitville and Mariners Harbor virtually surrounding the proposed 

location for the BJ Store. It is almost certain that Native Americans occupied the 18 acre of Woodlands which is planned 

to be destroyed.  Recently, only two thirds of a mile away, a very rare Native American site was discovered near Gulf 

Avenue during the excavation for a Gas Pipeline. The site was occupied for 10,000 years. A treasure trove of artifacts 

were discovered and categorized. Part of the collection is on display in the Staten Island Museum. None of this 

information is in the chapter devoted to Archeology in the Environmental Statement Report. 

An additional benefit of retaining the current ecological environment would be the creation of a natural managed 

preserve for the thousands of local area residents to enjoy and improve the Quality of their Lives. The children from 

these poorer neighborhoods deserve the same consideration as the kids growing up in more affluent neighborhoods. 

Many residents are newcomers to America and lack the knowledge about the benefits of preserving nature and creating 

Parkland. This ethnically diverse population should not not be taken advantage of but instead be given the same 

opportunity to live near Woodlands that currently exists that can be created into a protected managed preserve.  

Staten Island is only about 59 square miles and has a population estimated in 2016 of 478,000 people. Natural landscape 

is very sparse so it would be a crime to destroy 18 acres of rare Woodlands. We need a healthy balance between growth 

and preservation, not overdevelopment.  

The citizens who are aware of the plans and determination by a Builder to destroy this rare natural landscape are very 

angry and disgusted by the lack of disregard to the thousands of people who reside in the two nearby communities. 

There is a general feeling among the local residents of being treated as second class citizens Area residents feel the city 

is interested in gaining a few more tax dollars, rather than trying to preserve the priceless acreage, that is the last of very 

few remaining parcels of natural landscape on the North Shore of Staten Island.  

Traditionally for the past few decades Staten Island has been a Tale of Two City's. Many areas and neighborhoods of the 

North Shore were never treated as equals with the rest of the island. The Department of Environmental Protection , 

where I am employed as a Deputy Plant Chief , had enacted a brilliant program called the Blue Belt to preserve , manage 

and protect Wetlands including surrounding Woodlands throughout the South Shore of Staten Island. The same Blue 

Belt plan should have been aggressively pursued on the North Shore but was not enacted until fairly recently. Much 
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natural acreage was destroyed by Builders at the expense of the environment and to the dismay of residents witnessing 

rampant overdevelopment and an accelerated increase in population. 

The two nearby communities adjacent to the Granitville Swamp / Woodlands is Granitville and Mariners Harbor. The 

population is ethnically diverse and household incomes including education levels tend to be lower than the population 

residing on the South Shore.  Nearly 75% of the combined population of nearly 20,000 people are Black and Hispanic. 

Almost 10% is Asian and about 15% is White. On the South Shore the White population can number 80% or greater with 

only 3% Black. 

Why bother to bring up these statistics? The city and state governments through the DEP and DEC acted quickly and 

decisively to protect and preserve the fragile Wetlands and Woodlands creating a healthy balanced ecosystem which is 

thriving today. Wildlife is flourishing and a pair of rare Bald Eagles have nested and raised two healthy offspring this 

breeding season. This was made possible  because the habitat was saved and the city Wastewater Treatment Plants are 

cleaning up the harbor to such an extent that sea life have returned. Animals like Seals, Whales and Eagles not seen in 

this area for 150 years have now returned because their food source is once again thriving due to the preservation of 

Woodlands, Wetlands and cleaner Harbors.  

In 1970, the waters were so polluted very little aquatic life survived. The Bald Eagles, once extremely rare in NYS , is an 

apex hunter on the food chain. It's surviving  today on the South Shore of Staten Island because some Civil Service 

Workers employed in the DEP understood that a community needs a balance between growth and nature. A few 

decades ago the Blue Belt Project was enacted throughout the South Shore as privately owned land was purchased by 

the city to create a lush vibrant ecosystem. The Department of Environmental Conservation with state funds purchased 

as a natural preserve Mount Loretto from the Archdiocese.  Today the adults and especially the children residing 

throughout the South Shore live in close proximity to nature and have easy accessibility to enjoy the Wetlands and 

Woodlands. On the North Shore it's a very different story. For many years the city and state neglected the people 

crowded into densely populated neighborhoods exposed to pollution carried by the winds easterly across their 

neighborhoods from the chemical plants and oil refineries in near-by New Jersey.  

Limited amount of trees and lack of Open Green Spaces were not sufficient enough to help reduce the health issues 

caused by the air pollution. This was a major factor causing a multitude of respiratory problems, especially in the elderly 

and the very young. Childhood Asthma is not uncommon in the very young residing on the North Shore. Destroying an 

additional 18 acres of trees will only increase health problems for local residents. Trees are extremely important to help 

combat pollution. Destroying the few remaining trees to build a BJ Store or any store is wrong and irresponsible.  

 The thousands of children living in Grantiville and Mariners Harbor, have the right to live in a healthy environment. The 

Department of City Planning and City Hall must understand the consequences of placing a higher value on the 

destruction of these critical Woodlands  by wanting to build a store, over the needs and quality of Life of these children 

who are from a poorer economic status.  The children from Granitville and Mariners Harbor deserve to live close to a 

natural landscape with easy access. They should also be offered the right to enjoy the trees, wildlife and experience 

nature just as other children living on Staten Island.  

The citizens are not against having a BJ Store but not in favor of having it at this location.   (Staten Island cannot afford to 

experience unnecessarily another rare few acres of Woodlands being destroyed. We will not permit another Mount 

Manresa to occur and that tragedy happened because the community was deceived by the owners including  an elected 

official who was working secretly helping the Builder purchase the beautiful pristine landscape containing  thousands of 

trees,  a few pre-dating  the Revolutionary War. The Builder spitefully destroyed all the trees despite very strong 

community opposition. This 15 acre rare natural  landscape was also in a North Shore neighborhood plagued with 

pollution and overdevelopment issues. 
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The members of Community Board 1, voted against De-mapping the streets in an effort to prevent the construction of a 

BJ Store which is very unpopular with the community. We live in a republic and the representatives of the people voted 

against De mapping. A Builder and a few others will reap obscene profits destroying 18 acres of trees in a fragile rare 

ecosystem  at the expense of thousands of tax paying residents. Over-development has been the order of business 

throughout the North Shore.  The price of the combined 28 acres of Wetlands and Woodlands is $9 million, which is the 

purchase price of some Manhattan Condos. If common sense prevails than the city and state governments will 

collectively purchase the land from the owner to maintain a natural buffer against flooding and provide a protected 

Woodland / Wetland preserve for the people of the North Shore Community of Staten Island. 

Best regards, Jack Bolembach  

Deputy Plant Chief, NYC DEP      Chairman City Engineers Division Local 3, IBEW 

 

Cc: Governor Andrew Cuomo; Mayor Bill deBlasio;  mlago@planning.nyc.gov; lgarcia@planning.nyc.gov; 

lcrosby@cb.nyc.gov; drose@council.nyc.gov; joddo@statenisland.usa.com; SMatteo@council.nyc.gov; 

djsavino@aol.com; Nicole Malliotakis NYSAssembly60@gmail.com; ABarnes1@cityhall.nyc.gov; 

lanza@senate.state.ny.us; CusickM@assembly.stateny.us; TitoneM@assembly.state.ny.us; 



Cc: "James Oddo" <joddo@statenislandusa.com>, "Deborah Rose" <drose@council.nyc.gov>, 
"chagen72@gmail.com" <chagen72@gmail.com>, "NRPA2@aol.com" <NRPA2@aol.com>, 
"marathon92@aol.com" <marathon92@aol.com>, "Len Garcia-Duran (DCP)" 
<LGARCIA@planning.nyc.gov>, "SaintPraxedisRCC@gmail.com" <SaintPraxedisRCC@gmail.com>, 
"bsanche@yahoo.com" <bsanche@yahoo.com>, "nswcsibt@aol.com" <nswcsibt@aol.com> 
Subject: Comments on South Ave Retail DEIS 

To all concerned, 
Regarding the South Ave. Retail project, I am opposed to the demapping for the South Ave. Retail 
development primarily because of concerns of flooding. The lessons of Super storm Sandy and the 
death and destruction that Staten Islanders experienced should be considered when evaluating this 
project. 

The thousand folks living across the street from the project site were largely spared from the major 
destruction of Sandy. According to many in the community, and many of the comments that I have read, 
the reason was that Graniteville Woods contained the flooding and the trees and soil absorbed the water. 
Residents say that there was heavy flooding in Graniteville swamp, but that it did not cross South Ave. 
Several experts have stated that the Storm water Retention Basins, included in this project, cannot 

duplicate the functioning protections that Mother Earth had provided to this community within the acres 
of Graniteville woods. 

The articles attached above are of rallies of hundreds of concerned citizens that took place in Great 
Kills, Staten Island in 2000. While there are obvious differences in the Great Kills project and this South 
Ave project, the similarities are important. 
Many of those who attended the Great Kills rallies spoke against a project to build hundreds of new 
homes on land that was needed for its' ability to absorb flood waters. Many stated that the land involved 
was like a bowl that had already experienced severe and destructive flooding. 
The concerns of the community were largely ignored. If memory serves me well, the SI Borough 
President at the time voted in favor of the project, and all members of the City Planning Commission 
voted in favor of the project, except for a single abstention from SI Rep. Fred Cerullo. As a result, the 
new homes went up despite continued community opposition. 
According to the SI Advance, of the many folks who drowned during Sandy, were Marie Colborne, and 
her husband, Walter. It was reported that they were found in woods at the intersection of Tennyson Drive 
and Nelson Avenue. To community survivors, it appeared that the waters from the shore and well as 
from neighboring streets had funneled into this area, as the concerned residents had predicted. It was 
also reported, that during the storm, the new homes, which had been built on fill, withstood the storm. 
However, this was at the expense of the existing older homes, many of which were destroyed. 

Survivors who witnessed Sandy destruction often mention that the water was coming from all directions, 
looking for a place to go. This issue of water displacement during flooding has not been addressed 
adequately. The following excellent articles from the Huffington Post are important in that they help 
explain why Staten Island, in particular, had so much death and destruction during Superstorm Sandy. 
The interviews with Sandy survivors and neighborhood protectors delve into the issue of water 

displacement, as well as the roles that politics and profit played in the effects of Sandy. 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/17 /staten-island-hurricane-sandy _ n _ 2300793.html? 
utm _ hp _ref=email_ share 
http ://www. h uffi ngton post.com/2012/ 12/06/staten-island-h u rricane-sandy _ n _ 2245523. html 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11 /12/hurricane-sandy-damage_n_2114525.html 

We are approaching the 5 year anniversary of Sandy. Originally, building was prohibited on Graniteville 
Woods. Upon the owner's appeal, the Freshwater Wetland Appeals Board made their decision to allow 
the owner to build in these woods. That was June 2012, a few months before Superstorm Sandy 
struck. After the destruction of Sandy, NYC officials promised to lower our flooding risk and mitigate the 
impact of climate change. How does removing 1700 mature trees and cementing over acres of land in 
this coastal zone fit into that promise? 

Linda Cohen 

From: "Linda Cohen" <lindashoob@aol.com> 
To: "Robert Dobruskin (DCP)" <RDOBRUS@planning.nyc.gov> 



From: Danny Gold [mailto:dannygold05@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2017 8:04 AM 
To: Robert Dobruskin (DCP) <RDOBRUS@planning.nyc.gov> 
Cc: Len Garcia-Duran (DCP) <LGARCIA@planning.nyc.gov>; Deborah Rose 
<drose@council.nyc.gov>; James Oddo <joddo@statenislandusa.com>; 
savino@senate.state.ny.us; cusickm@assembly.state.ny.us 
Subject: Staten Island South Avenue Retail Space 
 
I reviewed the Staten Island South Avenue Retail Space DEIS and the writeup didn't 
address many key points that I discovered in my research on the property. 
 
Here are the major issues that the DEIS didn't address: 
 
-         Graniteville Swamp is headwaters for Old Place Creek as well as crucial to 
maintain stable water levels at Goethals Bridge Pond 
-         Stable water levels at Goethals Bridge Pond is needed to support wildlife (The 
Harbor Herons Report - 1990) 
-         US Fish & Wildlife Service cited Graniteville Swamp as significant foraging area 
for the Harbor Herons 
-         NYC Department of City Planning highlighted the importance of the site for 
migrating songbirds    
-         HEP placed Graniteville Swamp on its Priority List for Acquisition 
-         The Regional Advisory Committee for the New York State Open Space 
Conservation Plan recognized Graniteville Swamp as a NYC Land Protection Priority 
-         The Graniteville Swamp must be given the highest, perhaps the first priority in the 
Harbor Herons complex (The Harbor Herons Report - 1990)     
-         Graniteville Swamp performs important storage services for nearby communities 
(as evidenced by its preventing Sandy from flooding nearby communities) and its loss 
would force major new sewer investments by NYC 
-         Today, Graniteville Swamp provides major nature trails through its woods   

All these issues need to be addressed before any approval is granted. 

Please forward my comments to the NYC Planning Commissioners n time for the July 
26 Hearing. I'm also concerned that the public hearing on this crucial issue is scheduled 
during a time when most people are on vacation. 

Danny Gold 



Submitted by: 
 
Name: Danny Gold 
Zip: 10310 
 
 
I represent: 
  Myself 
 
Details for “I Represent”:  
 
 
 
My Comments:  
 
Vote: I am opposed 
 
Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information?  
 
I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: No 
 
Additional Comments: 
I reviewed the Staten Island South Avenue Retail Space The DEIS and the writeup didn't address 
many key points that I discovered in my research on the property. Here are the major issues that the 
DEIS didn't address: - Graniteville Swamp is headwaters for Old Place Creek as well as crucial to 
maintain stable water levels at Goethals Bridge Pond - Stable water levels at Goethals Bridge Pond is 
needed to support wildlife (The Harbor Herons Report - 1990) - US Fish & Wildlife Service cited 
Graniteville Swamp as significant foraging area for the Harbor Herons - NYC Department of City 
Planning highlighted the importance of the site for migrating songbirds - HEP placed Graniteville 
Swamp on its Priority List for Acquisition - The Regional Advisory Committee for the New York State 
Open Space Conservation Plan recognized Graniteville Swamp as a NYC Land Protection Priority - 
The Graniteville Swamp must be given the highest, perhaps the first priority in the Harbor Herons 
complex (The Harbor Herons Report - 1990) - Graniteville Swamp performs important storage 
services for nearby communities (as evidenced by its preventing Sandy from flooding nearby 
communities) and its loss would force major new sewer investments by NYC - Today, Graniteville 
Swamp provides major nature trails through its woods All these issues need to be addressed before 
any approval is granted. I'm also concerned that the public hearing on this crucial issue is scheduled 
during a time when most people are on vacation. 



Submitted by: 
 
Name: Maria Mancuso 
Zip: 10303-1783 
 
 
I represent: 
  Myself 
 
Details for “I Represent”: Myself 
 
 
 
My Comments:  
 
Vote: I am opposed 
 
Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information? No 
 
I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: No 
 
Additional Comments: 
I reside in City West condominiums at 76 Wolkoff Lane. I am a retiree. I am opposed to this project 
because of the increased flood risk the incremental filling in of the wetlands across from me on South 
Avenue represents. Furthermore, I do not have a car and must take public transportation to get 
around the community. The increased traffic on South and Forest Avenues will make my walking 
across the streets even more dangerous than it already is now.  



http://www.nyc.gov/planning 

From: Don Recklies [donrecklies@earthlink.net] 

Sent: Monday, August 07, 2017 14:21 

To: Olga Abinader (DCP) 

Subject: South Avenue Retail Development ULURP 160174 ZSR, 150359 MMR 17 DCP 030R. 

Dear Ms. Abinader, 

I understand that Mr. Dobruskin is out of the office and can't respond 

to this message, but I believe that this is the last day to file 

comments on this matter. Would you please handle my comments below 

where they can be part of the record and viewed by the planning 

commissioners. I have also attached them in pdf and rtf formats. 

Thank you. 

Donald Recklies 

To: Honorable Commissioners of the City Planning Commission 

To: Mr. Robert Dobruskin 

NYC Planning Dept. 

Environmental Review Unit 

South Ave Retail 

August 7,2017 

Dear Commissioners: 

I write in opposition to the proposed retail development at the corner of South Avenue and 
Forest Avenue, ULURP 160174 ZSR, 150359 MMR 17 DCP 030R. 

The value of wetlands for storm protection is no longer contested, and it is generally recognized 
that by filling and developing wetland areas we have made ourselves more vulnerable to storm 
damage. The estimates are that in the past 100 years over 85% of the existing wetlands of the 
NY/NJ estuary have been lost, primarily to development. The ability of wetlands on the west 
shore of Staten Island to sustain storm surges continues to be compromised. For instance, the 
development of the former "NASCAR" site by further raising and hard surfacing what was in 
former years a marsh insures that more water will runoff into a smaller and smaller area of 
marsh able to absorb and mediate it, yet is precisely the presence of the west shore wetlands 
that tempered the results of super-storm Sandy. 



At the public meeting July 26, 2017 the applicant's team maintained that there would be no 
impact to the ability of the area to manage storm water, and that facilities were planned to 
contain 100% of that water. No mention was made about what severity of storm was 
anticipated to create that 100% of water. Sandy has been variously described as a "100 year'' 
storm or a "300 year'' storm, but no matter what description you certainly are aware that 
another storm of equal or greater severity may strike this area this year or next. We all know 
that "per 100 years" is an average, not a prediction of when the next will strike; we also know 
that Sandy, which caused so much damage on Staten Island, was not an exceedingly intense 
storm itself, but unfortunately struck the mainland at an exceptionally damaging angle. The 
storm surge which came as far as the edge of South Avenue needed only slightly higher winds 
to come much further. 

Without the interposition of the Graniteville Swamp and the marshes of Old Place Creek it 
would have been much worse for all those living on the east side of South Avenue. Not only 
did the 28 acres threatened by this project absorb and retard their part of the rising water, the 
trees growing on the interspersed slightly higher land did their part in tempering the winds at 
ground level (as well as doing their part as a carbon sink and as a key part in the increasingly 
diminishing forest ecosystems of Staten Island). If this development is allowed to proceed, 
when the next similar storm occurs the home-owners there will rue the loss of this lonely band 
of trees that alone separates them from waters to the west. 

I will not attempt to convince you of the value of this land as part of the natural ecosystem; 
many of you will already have made your mind up about ecological value of the site as opposed 
to its economic value. I do, however, question the amount of economic value and the need for 
retail development here considering that there are a number of retail developments, some of 
them struggling, close by. And I especially question the advisability of permitting another gas 
station to be sited so close to Graniteville Swamp; despite precautions leakage and petroleum 
run-off into that sensitive area will occur. Furthermore, the traffic study in the DEIS does not 
seem to adequately consider the impact on local residents of increased commercial traffic, 
especially from the Goethals Bridge and Staten Island Expressway, at the intersection of South 
Avenue and Forest Avenue. 

Please consider that the long term impact of proposed development in this flood-prone area is 
likely to have deleterious effects that will offset its short-term, limited economic gain. There are 
better sites on Staten Island, especially those sites that may be remediated or reused than the 
site of this healthy, existing swamp forest. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Donald F. Recklies 



To : Honorable Commissioners of the City Planning Commission
To : Mr Robert Dobruskin 
NYC Planning Dept 
Environmental Review Unit 
South Ave Retail 

August 7, 2017

Dear Commissioners:

I write in opposition to the proposed retail development at the corner of South Avenue and Forest
Avenue, ULURP 160174 ZSR, 150359 MMR 17 DCP 030R. 

The value of wetlands for storm protection is no longer contested, and it is generally recognized that by
filling and developing wetland areas we have made ourselves more vulnerable to storm damage.  The
estimates are that in the past 100 years over 85% of the existing wetlands of the NY/NJ estuary have
been lost, primarily to development.  The ability of wetlands on the west shore of Staten Island to
sustain storm surges continues to be compromised.  For instance, the development of the former
“NASCAR” site by further raising and hard surfacing what was in former years a marsh insures that
more water will runoff into a smaller and smaller area of marsh able to absorb and mediate it, yet is 
precisely the presence of the west shore wetlands that tempered the results of super-storm Sandy.

At the public meeting July 26, 2017 the applicant’s team  maintained that there would be no impact to
the ability of the area to manage storm water, and that facilities were planned to contain 100% of that
water.  No mention was made about what severity of storm was anticipated to create that 100% of
water.  Sandy has been variously described as a “100 year” storm or a “300 year” storm, but no matter
what it’s description you certainly are aware that another storm of equal or greater severity may strike
this area this year or next.  We all know that “per 100 years” is an average, not a prediction of when the
next will strike; we also know that Sandy, which caused so much damage on Staten Island, was not an
exceedingly intense storm itself, but unfortunately struck the mainland at an exceptionally damaging
angle.  The storm surge which came as far as the edge of South Avenue needed only slightly higher
winds to come much further.

Without the interposition of the Graniteville Swamp and the marshes of Old Place Creek it would have
been much worse for all those living on the east side of South Avenue.  Not only did the 28 acres 
threatened by this project absorb and retard their part of the rising water, the trees growing on the
interspersed slightly higher land did their part in tempering the winds at ground level (as well as doing
their part as a carbon sink and as a key part in the increasingly diminishing forest ecosystems of Staten
Island).  If this development is allowed to proceed, when the next similar storm occurs the home-
owners there will rue the loss of this lonely band of trees that alone separates them from waters to the
west. 

I will not attempt to convince you of the value of this land as part of the natural ecosystem; many of
you will already have made your mind up about ecological value of the site as opposed to its economic
value.  I do, however, question the amount of economic value and the need for retail development here
considering that there are a number of retail developments, some of them struggling, close by.  And I
especially question the advisability of permitting another gas station to be sited so close to Graniteville
Swamp; despite precautions leakage and petroleum run-off into that sensitive area will occur. 



Furthermore, the traffic study in the DEIS does not seem to adequately consider the impact on local
residents of increased commercial traffic, especially from the Goethal’s Bridge and Staten Island
Expressway, at the intersection of South Avenue and Forest Avenue.  

Please consider that the long term impact of proposed development in this flood-prone area is likely to
have deleterious effects that will offset its short-term, limited economic gain.  There are better sites on
Staten Island, especially those sites that may be remediated or reused than the site of this healthy,
existing swamp forest.       

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Donald F. Recklies



Submitted by: 
 
Name: Elizabeth Szczepanski 
Zip: 10303-1783 
 
 
I represent: 
  Myself 
 
Details for “I Represent”: Myself & my safety concerns 
 
 
 
My Comments:  
 
Vote: I am opposed 
 
Have you previously submitted comments on this project? No 
If yes, are you now submitting new information? No 
 
I have attended or will attend the City Planning Commission's Public hearing on this project: No 
 
Additional Comments: 
I am a 73 year old female retiree and own/live at City West Condominiums. I do not know how to 
swim. Our community (206 families) is across from South Avenue and is at risk with flood due to this 
project. I oppose all development in the wetlands surrounding my community as it increases our flood 
risk as storm surge and water storage capacity is diminished. The flood risk increases as a project is 
implemented in the wetlands buffering our community. The financial risk is devastating as a major 
flood will result in financial ruin of our condominium and the dissolution of our condominiums are an 
ongoing enterprise. I am requesting that a moratorium be placed on all wetlands development on the 
Staten Island north shore. I believe it is in the best interest of our community that NY State/City 
purchase the available wetlands Buffers to protect residents, properties & businesses on a permanent 
basis.  
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Rev. Gabriella Velardi Ward 
40 Wolkoff Lane 
Staten Island, NY 10303 
August 4, 2017 

Honorable Commissioners  
 
Mr. Robert Dobruskin  
NYC Planning Dept.  
Environmental Review Unit  
 
Re: South Ave Retail  
ULURP 160174 ZSR, 150359 MMR  
17 DCP 030R  
Draft Environmental Impact  
Statement  
 
Gentlepeople, 
      I am a resident of City West, a condominium community directly across South Avenue from 
the proposed project and just north of the Staten Island Expressway. I am also a recent retiree 
from the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), having worked as an architect in 
Capital Projects Design and Construction Divisions for 23 years. Eight of those years were in 
Staten Island Construction. I am very familiar with open green spaces on Staten Island and where 
they are located. I am opposed to the proposed project, the construction of BJs and gas station on 
the Graniteville “Swamp”/Salt Marsh and Forest as well as to any other commercial use of that 
land.   
 
     As an architect and Resident Engineer, I have seen three forests cut down in the last few 
years. Two were Park properties and the third, the forest around the former Mount Manresa 
Retreat House. How many more forests can Staten Island afford to lose without devastating 
effects, some of which we have already seen.  
 
     If the forests on the Eastern shoreline remained during the last severe hurricane, they would 
have buffered the rising waters of Hurricane Sandy. And perhaps there would not have been the 
kind of destruction we witnessed as well as the tragic loss of life. I know of the destruction first 
hand. My construction site was on Midland Beach. I was there that morning as well as the 
following days after the storm. I will never forget the eerie sounds and terrible smells of those 
days. And Hurricane Sandy was only a Category one (1) hurricane.  
 
     We are living in the days of Climate Change. There will be more and higher category storms 
in the near future. Will we Staten Islanders learn the lesson of the eastern shore and protect the 
natural buffers, the wetlands and forests of the western shore that will ultimately protect us if 
they are not destroyed. 
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     The following are my responses, made as a neighbor who lives across the street from this 
project and who will be greatly impacted by it. I also make these responses as an architect who 
spent a great deal of time in the natural environment of Staten Island and who knows much about 
sustainability. As an architect, I represented DPR at the Mayor’s Office of Construction for 
Sustainable Construction. This group was formulating policy for sustainability for New York 
City public projects. It is unfortunate that the private sector has not been made to take seriously, 
respect for the health of the community in which they build, respect for the severity of climate 
change and the damage it is already causing locally as well as globally and respect for the 
dangers in which they leave the community after their construction projects are complete and 
they return to their homes. It is also very sad to me that the private sector does not consider the 
effects of their work “to the seventh generation” as our indigenous sisters and brothers do.   
      

Flooding: Salt Marshes absorb a great deal of water during hurricanes and other types of 
storms. The Graniteville “Swamp”/salt marsh is no exception. During hurricane Sandy the 
residents around this salt marsh were protected from flooding. The stores and residents further 
south on South Avenue were not so lucky. That portion of the wetland system was filled in and 
the stores and homes were flooded. If our community’s current standing regarding flooding 
events is changed and we become a flood zone because of this project, we will be subject to 
evacuation and our belongings, including pets, may be subject to destruction.  
     Forests, such as that just north of the salt marsh and part of the same parcel of land, also 
absorb water. As Vandana Shiva, Asian Indian scholar and environmental activist, said,” the 
product of forests is not wood. The product of forests is water”. Forests hold a great deal of 
water.  
     Forests also provide cooling temperatures for the surrounding areas and absorb carbon 
dioxide emissions from passing cars. Since South Avenue is a major thru fare from New Jersey 
to the Staten Island Ferry, and since the Staten Island Expressway is only a very short distance 
away, this forest is highly important for the physical health of the community by absorbing 
emissions.  
 

Flood Insurance: If the community loses this “swamp” and then becomes a flood plain, 
residents will be forced to buy flood insurance.  In their report, the developers have 
acknowledged that they may be able to protect the area from flooding, temporarily. The 
developers only consider hundred year storms but since we are now well into Climate Change, 
thousand year storms are common. Hundred year storms should no longer be the standard.  
     The condominium associations of City West and Regal Walk, which are both across the 
street, will have a choice of either passing on the cost of the Association’s flood insurance to the 
home owners and renters, in the form of maintenance fees, in which case owners and renters will 
be hit twice financially, once for their interior insurance and once in the form of higher 
maintenance fees. The demographic for City West is very diverse and we do have a sizable 
number of people of color, of poor struggling to survive and of working class struggling to 
maintain their standard of living. They are also of diverse age and (dis)ability. 
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     This increased cost will probably mean an increase in default on the home owners’ and 
renters’ maintenance fees. This, along with the increased cost to the Association for community 
flood insurance will translate into a high probability of bankruptcy of the Associations. The 
currently stable Associations will descend into chaos.  
 

Traffic: Currently, there is tremendous congestion around our condo communities, especially 
during rush hours and at major holidays. I use the Sunoco gas station at the corner of South 
Avenue and Goethals Road North. At times it is extremely difficult to exit onto South Avenue, 
especially turning north. It is so dangerous that I and others I know take the very long way 
around exiting onto Goethals Road North, turning onto Forest Avenue and then onto South 
Avenue just to get onto my block, just across the street from the gas station and salt marsh. In 
addition, it is difficult to near impossible to exit these condo communities by car onto South 
Avenue and Lisk Avenue due to road congestion.  
     Trucks, 16 wheelers and others use Goethals Road North and generally turn left or right onto 
South Avenue. A few years ago, a 13 year old girl was hit and killed, by a truck, shortly after 
school was let out, as she was trying to catch a bus on South Avenue. Her school is only two 
blocks away from South Avenue and is on Goethals Road North.  With this project, will come 
increased congestion, increased risk of injury or death of children, disabled and the elderly. Is 
this risk worth the profit this project will bring the developers?  
     Some drivers, especially during rush hours, cut into Wolkoff Lane, where I live, and which is 
private property, in order to save time by skipping several signal lights on South Avenue. They 
speed and go around speed bumps to make time. I have to accompany my grandchildren onto the 
Lane in front of my house, during those hours. What will happen to our communities if this 
project goes through? 
 

Economics: As was stated above, because of the economic situation of many of the residents, 
an additional and substantial bill for flood insurance will be a burden to many. Why is it that the 
vulnerable are the ones who are put in this position so the wealthy can make a profit?  

Added jobs and tax revenue: Existing store owners along Forest Avenue are concerned about not 

being able to compete with the prices that a BJs store and gas station will bring. If BJs puts many 
existing businesses out of business, what happens to the tax base? And if that doesn’t happen and 
there is an increase of the tax base, how much of that tax base will be spent in this 
neighborhood?  
     In addition the majority of the money made at BJs will not remain in the neighborhood, will 
not circulate here and will leave the communities surrounding this project in worse shape than 
they are currently. If minimum wage is paid to the workers, they and their families will not be 
able to live here and that money will also leave the surrounding communities.  
 

Health effects: With increased automotive congestion, comes increased CO2 pollution, 
especially since more than 1800 trees will be cut down to make way for this project. Without the 
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forest to absorb the CO2, we may be looking at an increased incidence of respiratory and other 
illnesses. As it is, the residents are now coping with pollution from the S.I. Expressway, from 
Newark Airport and from the refineries across the Goethals Bridge. There is a high incidence of 
cancer in this area already. If this proposal to fill in the salt marsh and cut down the forest passes, 
I see this as environmental racism and classism and it will result in a health crises. 
 

Noise pollution: The nearby communities already have their share of noise pollution coming 
from the airport, the expressway and trucks along South Avenue and Goethals Road North. Add 
to that increased congestion from delivery trucks, especially during holidays, and the noise level 
will be unbearable, especially for those living along South Avenue. 
 

Environmental concerns: With the addition of a second gas station with its attendant 
supply of pipes and the danger of spills and leaks, the ground water in this area will be 
contaminated. Salt marshes are fed by streams. That pollution will move down stream and will 
pollute additional areas.  
     Salt marshes are one of the most productive pieces of land on the earth. That is where fish 
spawn, where birds nest and where diversity of the natural world thrives. If this project goes 
through, this will be one more place where animals cannot be. We humans are now responsible 
for the 6th greatest extinction of species on earth. Certainly this is due to pollution of the oceans 
and rivers and streams. It is also due to the elimination of natural habitats for these species. 
When is enough, enough? 
     I received my architecture degree from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn in 1989. One of the courses 
I took was Urban Development. A developer came to speak to the class. He was proud to tell us 
how he bought a piece of farm land and had it changed to allow him to build condominiums. 
And he made lots of money. I said to him, this sounds like manifest destiny of the developer and 
what happens when we come to the end of the land. He said to the class and to the professor, by 
that time, you and I won’t be around and after that who cares! Is that what is going on here? Who 
cares? Who cares about the future of our children and grandchildren? Who cares about the health 
of our communities? Who cares about the future of the planet? 
     Let us understand that what we are discussing is the destruction of an eco-system, a swamp 
(wetlands) and forest, a system that is self-regulating without the interference of humans. With 
its destruction, and the destruction of systems like it, we will eventually come to the destruction 
of human life.  We are well on our way now. It is important to stop destroying our environment 
and start protecting it.  
     The project will take up more than half of the existing salt marsh. If that does not include the 
buffer zone, there will be practically nothing left of the salt marsh. If it does include the buffer 
zone there will not be enough of the salt marsh left to make a difference.  
     The developer’s report states that it takes 11 hours of rainfall to accumulate one inch. That is 
no longer true. With climate change, much of our rainfall is now driving rain which is no longer 
productive because it is not being absorbed by plant matter including trees, especially if there is 
no longer undergrowth around the trees.  
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     The plan to remove water from the site in the developers report does not seem to be adequate. 
I would like to know what is the capacity of the proposed retention basins and if they are 
adequate to hold the water from this new type of storm.  I’d also like to know their location. Will 
they interfere with the functioning of the remaining salt marsh?  I’d also like to know where the 
overflow goes and who is living near there? 
      

Open/green space: There is no open green space in this neighborhood, except for the salt 
marsh and forest. There are no green parks here. The children in this area do not have the 
opportunity to learn about nature first hand. They are not able to go into a green park and smell 
the sweet smells of a forest or hear the rustling of the leaves in the breeze. If they do not fall in 
love with nature as children, they will not protect it as adults. If we have any hope of reversing or 
stopping climate change, children must love nature. Teens in this neighborhood are equally 
disadvantaged. The only place for them to go is the school yard on Goethals Road North. They 
hang out in the evenings and are perceived as a problem. But if there are no activities for them, 
there will be problems. 
     If anything were to be built on this land, I would suggest constructing a small nature center, 
with educational programs to teach the importance of protecting the natural world and classes on 
how do so. There could be trails in the forest identifying the flora and fauna. And there could be 
art and photography classes on how to photograph nature. There is such an abundance of wild 
life in this salt marsh that creating a nature center here would be one way to teach children and 
others how to respect and protect it’s the flora and fauna.  
 

Where will the animals go? There are animals in the wetland and in the forest. We 
residents of City West are already familiar with the possums, skunks, raccoons, doves and many 
other species of birds as well as the occasional deer that visit our community. 
     If they are driven out of the forest because there is construction, will they become a traffic 
hazard? Will they become a health hazard to people and pets as they become sickly because they 
no longer have a food source? Why do they not have a right to live where their home has always 
been? All of this destruction is merely for the sake of profits that will not even stay in our 
neighborhoods.  
     I have seen the animals who inhabited the forest at Mont Manresa scatter when the trees were 
cut down. It was spring. When those trees were falling, the birds flew over the fallen trees 
screaming. There were nests in those trees and their young were dying. The raccoons in those 
trees were also dying. Shortly after that destruction two deer jumped onto the Verrazano Bridge. 
One died immediately and the other had broken legs. Unless we accept the fact that we humans 
are part of the eco-system we call earth, we also will die. Do we not have children, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren for whom we wish the best?   

Archeology: I have supervised construction sites for DPR where an archeologist was required. 
Our heritage, those gifts to us from the past, must be protected. I was the Resident Engineer at 
Jumel Mansion in upper Manhattan. George Washington really did sleep there. It was a high 
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point and he could see all the way down to Staten Island. I supervised construction at the 
Dyckman Farmhouse Museum on 204th Street in Manhattan. There was a Hessian hut in the 
backyard. Both are connected in some way to Staten Island. There is so much history here. Why 
is it that the public sector has the presence of mind to protect our heritage? Is evidence of our 
history only for those in other boroughs? Why is it that the private sector can destroy any 
evidence of history, our heritage, for future generations? Why is it that this can be done in the 
name of profit? Is profit more important? If the answer is yes, we need to look at who we are as a 
people.   
      There should be government regulations to control the discovery of artifacts by the private 
sector. An archeologist should be required, especially where there is evidence of artifacts near-
by. With regard to this developer’s report, it has overlooked an important archeological site very 
near to the Graniteville “Swamp”. It is near the Goethals Bridge and the artifacts were protected 
because it was a public project. The developer’s report does indicate some of the archeological 
sites nearby but leaves out the very significant one near the bridge.  

 
     In summary, this project should not proceed. It puts the surrounding community at risk in a 
multitude of ways. It makes economically vulnerable people responsible for picking up the 
pieces when harm is done. It will mean one more environmental injustice for the people of color 
who call this area home. It will destroy historical artifacts that remain hidden in the wetland and 
forest. And it will put our current economic base at risk. How many more reasons do we need? I 
say NO! 

 
Sincerely, 
 Rev. Gabriella Velardi Ward 
Architect and priest 
 
CC:  
Councilperson Debbie Rose, Borough President James Otto, Mayor de Blasio, Beryl Thurman, 
Ed Szczepanski, Jill Potter, James Scarcella, John Bolembach, Barbara Sanchez NY1News, 
Staten Island Advance, Christine Johnson, Len Garcia Duran, Lisa Crosby, Rev. Gabriella 
Velardi Ward 
 
 
 



















South Avenue Retail Development Proiect Opposition 'Petition

We the undersigned, as residents of RegalWatk, City West' Southgate' Mariners Harbor' and

Graniteviile wish to formaily go on record as opposed to the construction of the south Avenue

Retail DeveloPment Project.

It is our betief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flood plain of the

region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic pattems of the vehiclular

infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growttr when the

proposed retail businesses contain their payroils via row wages with poor growth opportunities.

rn addition, there exists on staten rsrand more than ampre retail opportunity for residents to

spend their money. we need no more big box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local

businesses, majortraffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.

Seventeen {17} Signatories per page
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South Avenue Retail Development Project Opposition - Petition

We the undersigned, as residents of RegalWalk, City West, Southgate, Mariners Harbor, and

Graniteville wish to formally go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development Project.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flood plain of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic patterns of the vehiclular
infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growth when the
proposed retail businesses contain their payrolls via low wages with poor grovuth opportunities.
In addition, there exists on Staten lsland more than ample retail opportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no more big box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local
businesses, major traffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.
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South Avenue Retail Development Project Opposition - Petition

We the undersigned, as residents of RegalWalk, Gity West, Southgate, Mariners Harbor, and

Graniteville wish to formally go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development Project.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flood plain.of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic patterns of the vehiclular
infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growth when the
proposed retail businesses contain their payrolls via low wages with poor growth opportunities.
ln addition, there exists on Staten lsland more than ample retail opportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no mofe big box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local

businesses, major traffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.
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South Avenue Retail Development Project Opposition - Petition

We the undersigned, as residents of Regal Walk, City West, Southgate, Mariners Harbor, and
Graniteville wish to formally go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development Project.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flopd plain of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic patterns of the vehiclular
infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growth when the
proposed retail businesses contain their payrolls via low wages with poor growth opportunities.
ln addition, there exists on Staten lsland more than ample retail opportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no more big box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local
businesses, major traffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.
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We the undersigned, as residents of RegalWalk, City West, Southgate, Mariners Harbor, and

Graniteville wish to formally go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development Project.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flood plain of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic pattems of the vehiclular
infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growth when the
proposed retail businesses contain their payrolls via low wages with poor growth opportunities.
ln addition, there exists on Staten lsland more than ample retail opportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no more big box retrailers especially at the cost of our existing local
businesses, majortraffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.
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South Avenue Retail Development Proiect Opposition - Petition 6o{s
We the undersigned, as residents of Regal Walk, City West, Southgate, Mariners Harbor, and

Graniteville wish to formalty go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development ProJeA.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the ffood plain of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the trafiic pattems of the vehidular
lnfrastructure. This offerc in exctange too srnall a window of economh groudft when the
proposed retail busines$es contain lheir paytolls via low wages with poor growth opportunities.
ln additiog, there e*sh on Statien lsland more than ample rertail opportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no more brg box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local
businesses, malortraffic problems, and greatly expanded flood expcsures.
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7{s
South Avenue Retail Development Project Opposition - Petition

We the undersigned, as residents of RegalWalk, City West, Southgate, Mariners Harbor, and
Graniteville wish to formally go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development Project.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flood plain of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic patterns of the vehiclular
infrastructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of economic growth when the
proposed retail businesses contain their payrolls via low wages with poor growth opportunities.
ln addition, there exists on Staten lsland more than ample retail opportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no more big box retailers especially at the cost of our existing local
businesses, major traffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.
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South Avenue Retail Development Proiect Opposition - Petition

We the undersigned, as residents of RegalWalk, City West, Southgate, Marinets Harbor, and
Graniteville wish to formally go on record as opposed to the construction of the South Avenue
Retail Development Project.

It is our belief that this proposed shopping area poses too great a threat to the flood plain of the
region. Furthermore, it poses too great an impact on the traffic pattems of the vehiclular
infr:astructure. This offers in exchange too small a window of emnomic growth when the
proposed retail businesses mntain their payrolls via low wages with poor growth opportunities.
ln addition, there exists on Staten lsland more than ample retailopportunity for residents to
spend their money. We need no more big box retailers especially at the cost of our efsting local

businesses, majortraffic problems, and greatly expanded flood exposures.
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